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Abstract 
 
The Whabouchi pegmatite is within a transpressional high-strain zone of a 
metamorphosed volcano-sedimentary belt.  A well-developed subvertical transposition 
foliation and a subvertical stretching lineation are present in this zone. The main body of 
the Whabouchi pegmatite is parallel to the transposition foliation and branching veinlets 
from this body have been folded and boudinaged by shear zone deformation.  Thus 
suggesting that the Whabouchi pegmatite intruded syn-kinematically during the 
deformation of the shear zone. Previously, the Whabouchi pegmatite gave a zircon age of 
2577 + 14 Ma. The Whabouchi pegmatite is linked geochemically and 
geochronologically to a large pegmatite body to the south with a monazite age of 2594 + 
11 Ma. This suggests that the Whabouchi pegmatite was likely formed by fractionation 
from a peraluminous granite generated by anatexis. These ages constrain the deformation 
within the shear zone responsible for the late-stage pegmatite intrusion event between 
2594 to 2577 Ma during which, the Whabouchi pegmatite was emplaced.  
   
Keywords: Pegmatite, lithium, spodumene, exploration, shear zone, fractional 
crystallization, anatexis, James Bay Region, Quebec 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
1.1 Importance of lithium bearing pegmatites 
Understanding emplacement processes of pegmatites has been debated since they were 
first discovered (Kemp, 1924; Anderson, 1933). They are undoubtedly among the most 
interesting igneous rocks known (Hess, 1933; Jahns, 1982).  Presently, studies on the 
origin of pegmatites are increasingly numerous, primarily due to their economic 
importance (Kemp, 1924; Jahns, 1982; Zhaolin et al., 1999; Simmons and Webber, 2008; 
Sirbescu et al., 2008). Over the last few years there has been a dramatic increase in 
exploration for lithium. This has been primarily driven by the increase in demand 
resulting from the manufacturing of rechargeable batteries for hybrid and electric cars as 
well as other electrical and electronic devices. Lithium is also an important component of 
ceramics and glass and as energy costs rise, lithium and other fluxing materials will 
become increasingly more important.  
 
1.2 Classification of pegmatites 
Pegmatites are known to form in all tectonomagmatic events in Earth’s geologic history 
(Černý, 1982). The oldest pegmatites have been found in association with granitization 
and migmatization on the oldest parts of continental crusts, such as the Godthaab 
complex in Greenland, but these have no economic significance (Černý, 1982). 
Economical pegmatites date back to 2800 Ma (Černý, 1982) and are associated with 
mafic metavolcanic rocks, clastic metasedimentary rocks, and both peraluminous granite 
and tonalite-granodiorite plutons (Breaks et al., 2005, Nabelek et al., 2010). These Fertile 
pegmatites tend to be particularly abundant in the central parts of major metasedimentary 
troughs, within linear, synclinal greenstone belts (Černý, 1982). An example of this 
distribution is shown in Figure 1. 
As a result of the association of pegmatites with essentially orogenic settings, pegmatite 
classification has also been based on the degree of metamorphism of their host rocks 
(Černý, 1982; Černý and Ercit, 2005; Simmons and Webber, 2008). 
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Pegmatites have been classified using several different criteria. Most of these attempts 
were mainly based on field observations but ultimately evolved into more elaborate 
systems (Černý, 1982). These systems applied criteria of internal structure, geochemistry 
of the pegmatites, nature of the host rocks and parent media to name a few. This section 
briefly describes the most recent classification system outlined by Černý and Erict 
(2005). 
In the classification scheme shown in Table 1, the pegmatites are classified according to 
their depth of emplacement and relationship to metamorphism (Černý, 1991; Černý and 
Ercit, 2005; Simmons and Webber, 2008). This is one of the more widely used 
classification schemes as it has provided considerable insight into the formation of 
pegmatites (Simmons and Webber, 2008). The importance of this classification scheme 
lies within the subtypes identified.  
The Černý and Ercit (2005) scheme uses two methods to approach the classification of 
granitic pegmatites. The first method separates pegmatites into five “classes” (abyssal, 
muscovite, muscovite – rare-element, rare-element, and miarolitic) based on their depth 
of emplacement. These five classes are then further divided into “subclasses” using their 
geochemical signatures and yet further into “types” and “subtypes”. The second method 
employs a petrogenetic/geochemical approach for pegmatites derived by igneous 
differentiation of plutonic parents. In this method of classification, pegmatites are divided 
into three “families”: an NYF family, defined by an enrichment of Nb, Y and F; the LCT 
family characterized by significant amounts of Li, Cs, and Ta present within the 
pegmatite; and a mixed “NYF+LCT” family that exhibits traits characteristic of both of 
the previous two families (Černý and Ercit, 2005; London, 2008). 
The petrogenetic component of this Černý and Ercit (2005) scheme associates the 
subtype Li-Cs-Ta (LCT) pegmatite with orogenic plutons (mainly sourced from 
peraluminous S-type granites and less commonly I-type granites) and the Nb-Y-F (NYF) 
pegmatite type with anorogenic plutons (sourced mainly from A-type granites). The S-  
 




Figure 1.1: Example of the distribution of fertile pegmatites within greenstone belts in 
Ontario, Canada. The figure also shows the subprovinces of the Superior Province in 
Ontario, which extend into Québec. (from Breaks et al., 2005)  




Table 1.1: Pegmatite classification scheme by Černý and Ercit (2005), from Černý et al. 
(2012) 
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type granitic intrusions originate in orogenic suites from the anatexis of metasedimentary 
rocks and aluminous gneisses of sedimentary origin, while the I-type granites may be 
generated from metamorphosed mafic to intermediate rocks or meta-volcaniclastics 
(Černý et al. 2012).  
The classification system has allowed for more successful exploration strategies to be 
developed (Simmons and Webber, 2008). The ‘exotic’ minerals that are composed of rare 
elements present in some pegmatites (Hess, 1933) provide clues on their emplacement 
processes but more importantly add significant economic importance to these intrusive 
bodies (Swanson and Fenn, 1992; London, 1992, 2005, 2009; Holtz et al., 1993). 
 
1.3 Purpose of Study 
Lithium in pegmatites is typically hosted in spodumene (LiAlSi2O6), although there are 
other significant reserves of lithium such as petalite (LiAlSi4O10; e.g., Separation Rapids 
area, northwestern Ontario; Breaks and Tindle, 2001). Currently, the world's largest 
pegmatite lithium producer (as spodumene) is the Greenbushes pegmatite in Western 
Australia which is a complex subtype pegmatite.  
Albite-spodumene pegmatites are a subtype of the LCTs and contain close to the 
uppermost limit for magmatic enrichment of Li2O (~2 wt%, Stewart, 1978). They 
typically have simple zoning and they are texturally very homogeneous unlike common, 
Complex LCT pegmatites. However,  like the Complex LCT pegmatites, albite-
spodumene pegmatites are  significant sources of lithium (notable examples include the 
Preissac-Lacorne district of Quebec (Mulja et al., 1995), Kings Mountain, North Carolina 
(Kunasz, 1982), and the Little Nahanni field (Groat et al., 2003)). This type of pegmatite 
typically occurs near sillimanite isograds, distal to granites related to the same 
metamorphic event. This led Stewart (1978) to speculate that albite-spodumene 
pegmatites originate via anatexis. Although most rare metal pegmatites are considered to 
have originated via fractional crystallization, several pegmatites exist where anatexis is 
considered to have been important in their genesis (Simmons & Webber, 2008).  
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Similar to other albite-spodumene pegmatites, the Whabouchi pegmatite is located near a 
sillimanite isograd, but it is also within a few km of a potential source granite. This 
suggests that the Whabouchi pegmatite is a product of fractional crystallization. The 
Whabouchi pegmatite is one of the largest albite-spodumene pegmatites in the world. It 
has a Measured and Indicated Resource of 25 million tonnes of 1.54% Li2O (Laferrière et 
al., 2011). It is thus of paramount importance to develop a detailed understanding of the 
origin, emplacement and characteristics of the pegmatitic melt that formed this deposit. 
Better understanding will help guide future exploration to discover additional lithium 
resources at Whabouchi and elsewhere in Québec.  
In addition, albite-spodumene type pegmatites are poorly understood in general. Thus the 
study of the Whabouchi pegmatite, including the rare element dispersion halo around it, 
will contribute to our scientific understanding of the genesis of this important pegmatite 
type.  In terms of regional exploration for additional Li reserves, it is also critical to 
understand the emplacement mechanism of the Whabouchi pegmatite, and in particular 
the relationship between shear zones and pegmatite emplacement. Brisbin (1986) outlines 
several factors that can influence the emplacement of a pegmatitic body: fluid pressure of 
the melt, rheological state of the host rocks, lithostatic stress, direct stress, anisotropies, 
and particularly dilational vectors. These factors can combine and give rise to a variety of 
pegmatitic bodies, in terms of shapes, sizes and orientations (Brisbin, 1986). It has been 
shown that the majority of pegmatites and pegmatitic granites are concentrated within 
large shear zones, suggesting that these zones act as pathways for ascending magma 
(Kremer, 2005). Therefore, an additional objective of this study is to determine the 
structural control(s) of pegmatite dyke emplacement and to account for the lithium 
dispersion in the host rocks. It is very likely that the pegmatite is fracture controlled, 
hence several key features need to be reseolved; such as the tectonic control on the 
pegmatite emplacement; the relationship amongst the different pegmatite and granite 
phases present on the property with the Whabouchi Li pegmatite; and lastly the extent of 
the lithogeochemical dispersion halo that surrounds the Li pegmatite. In addition, it will 
be important to determine whether the Whabouchi pegmatite was derived from the 
process of anatexis or was due to fractional crystallization of a residual melt away from a 
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granitic source. These objectives will help create a better picture concerning the origins 
of such a world-class pegmatite and thus aid in future exploration in the region. 
1.4 Approach 
 In order to accomplish the above goals, geological mapping of the Whabouchi 
property was undertaken at a scale of 1:25,000, with specific emphasis placed on 
examining the various rock types present as well as identifying macro-, meso-, and 
micro-scale structures and fabric elements within the rocks in order to develop a 
structural model for the site of emplacement.  Where possible, samples were collected for 
thin section and geochemical analysis. Attention was paid to granitic bodies specifically 
to determine the chemical composition of minerals such as micas and K-feldspar. 
Incompatible rare-elements like Li, Cs and Rb substitute into these minerals (Linnen et 
al. 2012) and as such these minerals would record any trends of fractionation that would 
have resulted in the Whabouchi Li pegmatite.  Selected outcrops were also sampled for 
U-Pb geochronological dating to constrain the temporal relationship between granitic 
bodies in the area and the Whabouchi Li pegmatite.  This is important for determining 
whether the pegmatite could be anatectic or a product of fractional crystallization from 
melts that originated from a source granite. 
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Chapter 2. Regional Geology 
2.1 Superior Province 
The Superior Province is the world's largest Archean cratons, with an area of some 2 
million km2 (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990; Hocq, 1994; Bandyayera and 
Lacoste, 2009). Together with other Archean cratons and Proterozoic orogens, such as the 
Churchill Province and the Southern Province, it makes up the Canadian Shield. The 
Province is world-reknowned for its copper, zinc, nickel, iron, gold and silver deposits 
(Hocq, 1994). As such, the Superior Province has been extensively mapped and through 
work in geochemistry, geochronology, geophysics and kinematics, the history of the 
province has been well documented  (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990; Hocq, 1994; 
Moukhsil et al., 2003; Cadéron, 2003). The Superior Province consists of gneiss and 
plutonic rocks with supracrustal rocks at low- to medium-grade metamorphism (Card and 
Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990) and it is considered to include most of the Archean (>2500 
Ma) rocks of the Canadian Shield within James Bay Region (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; 
Card, 1990) – wherein the study area is located.  
Historically, there have been numerous attempts at further dividing the Superior Province 
into subprovinces (Figure 2.1) based on several factors: kinematics, lithology, 
geochronolgy, metamorphic grades, metallogenesis, and geophysical attributes (Card and 
Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990; Moukhsil et al., 2003). The Uchi-English River boundary, 
the Cadillac Fault forming the Abitibi-Pontiac boundary, and the La Grande River Fault, 
forming the Bienville-La Grande boundary all mark subprovince boundaries marked by 
major faults (Card, 1990). Variations in subprivince characterisitcs have led to the 
differentiation of four main litho-tectonic domains (Figure 2.1): (1) volcanoplutonic; (2) 
metasedimentary; (3) plutonic; and (4) high-grade gneiss (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; 
Card, 1990; Hocq, 1994; Cadéron, 2003; Bandyayera and Lacoste, 2009).  
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Upper amphibolite and granulite facies gneisses of supracrustal and plutonic origin and 
positive gravity and magnetic anomalies characterize the high-grade gneiss subprovinces 
(Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990). Volcano-plutonic subprovinces such as the 
Abitibi, Uchi, and Wabigoon are dominantly metavolcanic supracrustal sequences and 
are bordered and intruded by voluminous granitic plutons (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; 
Card, 1990). Metamorphic grades here generally range from low greenschist to low 
amphibolite facies (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990). Metasedimentary 
subprovinces such as the Quetico, Pontiac and Opinaca, are characterized by dominantly 
sedimentary supracrustal rocks, mainly turbiditic wacke and pelite, metamorophosed to 
schist, paragneiss, and migmatite (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990; Hocq, 1994). 
Metamorphism is expressed as a pattern where greenschist metamorphism is prevalent at 
the subprovince boundaries, increasing inward to low-pressure amphibolite, and locally 
granulite facies around intrusions (Card, 1990; Card and Ciesielski, 1986). The intrusive 
rocks are dominantly granites and pegmatites with the chemical and mineralogical 
attributes of S-type granites (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990). Prevalent granites 
are highly fractionated, having low LREE contents and high oxygen isotopic ratios (Card, 
1990). Tantalum, lithium and beryllium are associated with some of these intrusions 
(Valiquette, 1963, 1975; Card, 1990). Plutonic subprovinces do not contain a significant 
amount of supracrustal rock but instead are characterized by abundant tonalitic gneiss, 
commonly with mafic enclaves of both extrusive (metavolcanic) and intrusive origin 
within massive granitic plutons (Card and Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990 and references 
therein).  
In northern Québec, there have been attempts to subdivide the Superior Province based 
on the above characteristics. However, due to insufficient data in the geological database 
(Card and Ciesielski, 1986) and the geological complexity of the area (Franconi, 1978), 
this task was rather complex and difficult. In 1986, Card and Ciesielski, using shaded 
relief aeromagnetic maps and the results of reconnaissance mapping, attempted to further 
divide the Superior Province in Northern Québec. While their subdivision still stands in 
general, some refinements to the subprovinces have been done (Hocq, 1994, Card and 
King, 1992). Within the James Bay Region (Québec) the subdivisions are as follows: the 
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metasedimetary subprovinces of Opatica, Nemiscau River and Opinaca and the 
volcanoplutonic La Grande River subprovince (Card, 1986; Figure 2.2). The geology and 
kinematic characterisitics of these subprovinces, excluding the Nemiscau River, which 
can be considered an extension of the Opinaca, are described in the subsequent sections. 
 
2.2 Opatica Subprovince 
Initially, the Opatica subprovince was considered a metasedimentary domain (Card and 
Ciesielski, 1986; Card, 1990). However, subsequent redefinition by Card and King 
(1992) and Hocq (1994) classified the Opatica as a volcanoplutonic domain (Lamothe et 
al., 1998). Hocq (1994) further divided the subprovince into three major terranes mainly 
based on their lithology: 1) the Southern Terrain; 2) the Central Terrain; and 3) the 
Northern Terrane.  
2.2.1 The Southern Terrain 
The Southern Terrain is dominantly undifferentiated gneiss (Figure 2.2), specifically 
tonalitic orthogneiss and light grey granodiorites. Within the orthogneiss are variable 
enclaves of paragneiss and amphibolites. The orthogniess is characterisied by a 
penetratve foliation that has a general northerly trend, which is consistent southward to 
the Abitibi subprovince. In some areas, amphibolites and metasediments were observed 
within zones of ductile deformation showing a dextral sense of shear (Hocq, 1994).  
2.2.2 The Central Terrain 
The Central Terrain of the Opatica corresponds to the volcanic belt known as the Frotet-
Evans belt (Hocq, 1994). It extends for more than 300 km from James Bay to Mistassini 
Lake with a width varying from several kilometres up to 45 km (Hocq, 1994). It consists 
of two lithologically similar volcanic domains at its ends (Hocq, 1994) and a 
volcanosedimentary domain in the centre (Figure 2.2; Hocq, 1994).  
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The eastern volcanic domain is primarily composed of tholeiitic basalts with felsic 
pyroclastic rocks as well as sills of pyroxenitic and peridotitic composition (Hocq, 1994). 
Hocq (1994) observed a well-developed transposition foliation with a general E-W strike 
and a metamorphic grade of mid-amphibolite. 
The second volcanic domain is composed of komatiitic and tholeiitic basalts, felsic 
pyroclastic rocks with rare sedimentary units (Hocq, 1994). There are also synvolcanic 
gabbroic and peridotitic dykes (Hocq, 1994). The centre of the Frotet-Evans belt is an 
anticlinal structure plunging towards the west and truncated by a ductile zone trending E-
W. The anticline is intruded by synvolcanic gabbros, tonalites and granophyres that 
continue along toward the tonalitic gneisses of the Opatica Terrain. Late monzonite-
granodiorite rocks that have associated gold-bearing sectors intrude the Frotet-Evans belt 
(Hocq, 1994). 
2.2.3 The Northern Terrane 
The Northern Terrane extends north of the Frotet-Evans belt to Eastmain River terrane. 
Its northern limit was defined by Hocq (1994) using magnetic gradients and previous 
reconnaissance maps. The Northern Terrane has been further divided and its domains are 
briefly summarized here. 
The first subsection of the Northern Terrane is the Opatica NE domain. It is composed of 
migmatitc gneisses of either granodioritic or tonalitic composition, metatexites and 
diatexites with scattered outcrops of amphibolites (Hocq, 1994; Cadéron, 2003). The 
gneisses contain narrow trails of volcanic bands and volcanosedimentary complexes as 
well as peridotitic flows oriented E-W, which are particularly abundant west of the Otish 
mountain basin (Hocq, 1994). This domain is characterised by domes and gneisses 
(Hocq, 1994; Cadéron, 2003) stretched in the E-W or N-S directions. All of these 
gneisses are intruded by late-stage granitoids where the contacts could either be sharp or 
diffuse (Hocq, 1994). The gneisses are also intruded by biotite-bearing white pegmatites 
(Hocq, 1994). 
The first northwestern section (NW-1; Hocq, 1994) is composed primarily of biotite-
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hornblende bearing orthogneisses of granodioritic origin that have been significantly 
migmatised. These rocks overlie supracrustal rocks that have attained amphibolite grade 
metamorphism (Card, 1990; Hocq, 1994). Several shear zones have been outlined in this 
region, trending NE with a dextral sense of shear (Card, 1990). Associated with these 
zones are amphibolites, which may correspond to amphibolites within the Lac des 
Montagnes belt.  
The second northwestern section (NW-2) of the terrane is principally granodioritic 
orthogneiss with biotite-hornblende tonalitic gneisses that have been migmatised (Hocq, 
1994). Also present are supracrustal rocks that have attained amphibolite facies 
metamorphism (Hocq, 1994). In the final domain of the Northern Terrane, migmatised 
orthogneiss and paragneiss are present that were previously considered part of the 
Nemiscau Subprovince of Card and Ciesielski (1986) (Hocq, 1994). The paragneisses are 
mainly of amphibolite metamorphic facies but locally have attained granulite facies 
metamorphism denoted by the presence of a biotite-garnet-orthopyroxene mineral 
assemblage (Hocq, 1994). 
 
2.3 The La Grande Subprovince 
2.3.1 Geology  
The La Grand Subprovince, defined by Card and Ciesielski (1986) as a volcanoplutonic 
domain, is separated from the Opinaca Subprovince by large granitoid intrusive bodies 
that mask the true boundary between the Subprovinces (Hocq, 1994). The La Grande 
Subprovince is bordered by the Opinaca Subprovince to the east, the Nemiscau River 
Subprovince to the west, the Opatica Subprovince to the south, and the Bienville 
Subprovince to the north. It consists of approximately 85% plutonic rocks (syn- and late- 
kinematic; Hocq, 1994). The subprovince contains two volcanic belts: The Eastmain 
River Inferior Volcanic Belt (BVREI) and the La Grande River Volcanic Belt (BVRLG; 
Hocq, 1994). These belts show a cyclic history of basalt and rhyolite eruptions and both 
calcalkalic and tholeiitic volcanics are present (Roscoe and Donaldson, 1988). 
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West of the BVREI, within the La Grande Subprovince comprises tonalites, granodiorite 
and biotite-bearing leucogranites (Hocq, 1994; Moukhsil et al., 2003). These granitoids 
have been dated at 2747 to 2710 Ma (Moukhsil et al., 2003) and it has been suggested 
that they represent the basement on which the sediment and volcanics of the subsequent 
BVREI were deposited (Moukhsil et al., 2003).  North of the BVRLG, the Subprovince is 
composed of granodiorites and hornblende and biotite-bearing monzodiorites (+ 
clinopyroxene) that cut earlier biotite-bearing granites (Hocq, 1994; Simard and Gosselin, 
1999; Moukhsil et al., 2003). These rocks date between 2710 – 2697 Ma (Moukhsil et al., 
2003) and display deformation structures especially at their margins. These contain 
enclaves of volcanic amphibolites that vary in size from a centimetre to metre scale 
(Moukhsil et al., 2003). Late-stage granitoids (2697 to 2618 Ma; Moukhsil et al, 2003) 
within the La Grande account for two granitic plutons located to the west (Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999).  Compositionally, these granitoids are peraluminous S-types and are 
closest in composition to granodiorites (Moukhsil et al., 2003). The granodiorite is large 
and homogeneous, with medium to coarse mineral grains, is locally intruded by 
pegmatites and is without any foliation (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). Basalts and 
komatiites (with spinifex texture) identified in the La Grande Subprovince are very 
similar to those found within the Opinaca Subprovince (Hocq, 1994).  
2.3.2 Metamorphism and Structural Geology of the La Grand Subprovince 
All supracrustal rocks, whether volcanic or sedimentary, that make up the volcanic belts, 
are strongly deformed and metmorphosed to upper amphibolite facies (Hocq, 1994). 
Some sedimentary rocks within the BVREI, however, only attained greenschist facies 
metamorphism (Hocq, 1994) and, as such, primary textures are still present (Hocq, 1994; 
Simard and Gosselin, 1999).  
Kinematic indicators within the La Grande Subprovince display a general E-W 
orientation (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). They are present in the form of schistose 
volcanosedimentary rocks and as a transposition foliation within intrusive rocks (Simard 
and Gosselin, 1999). Some folding was also observed and the most significant of these 
was in the volcanosedimentary belt that corresponds to a NE Syncline (Simard and 
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Gosselin, 1999). Sheared and migmatised zones are present mainly in the earlier 
granitoids but show no evidence of being associated with a larger, regional tectonic event 
(Simard and Gosselin, 1999). A significant NW-SE fault defined by topography is also 
present (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). Mylonites and minor faults were observed to be 
associated with this fault. The movement along the fault is sinistral (Simard and Gosselin, 
1999). 
 
2.4 Opinaca Subprovince 
2.4.1 Geology 
The Opinaca Subprovince is a metasedimentary subprovince located in the central region 
of the Superior Province between the volcanoplutonic subprovinces of the Opatica and La 
Grande (Card and Ciesielski, 1986, Hocq, 1994; Moukhsil et al., 2003). Its border with 
the La Grande subprovince is not very well defined and has been placed arbitrarily along 
massive syntectonic intrusions of biotite-bearing leucogranites and biotite-hornblende 
bearing granodiorites as well as volcanics attributed to the BVRLG (Hocq, 1994).  
The Opinaca subprovince is composed primarily of paragneiss and some horizons of 
amphibolites (Hocq, 1994; Simard and Gosselin, 1999). Syntectonic tonalitic-
granodioritc intrusions and a suite of quartzite-monzodiorites as well as late intrusives of 
granitic compostion intrude the paragneiss (Hocq, 1994; Simard and Gosselin, 1999). The 
rocks of the Opinaca Subprovince are significantly deformed and have in some areas 
undergone migmatization (Simard and Gosselin, 1999; Bandyayera and Lacoste, 2009). 
Supracrustal rocks are also present and are believed to be derivations of widespread 
greywackes and contain rocks of volcanic origin (Lamothe et al., 1998). These early 
gneisses are very similar if not the same as the gneisses described in the Ashunapi 
Subprovince north of the Opinaca (Lamothe et al., 1998). 
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2.4.2 Lithologies 
Several litholigies are present in the Opinaca Subprovince and the most dominant are 
briefly described below. 
2.4.2.1 Metasediments 
The most widespread rock type is a biotite-bearing paragneiss (Simard and Gosselin, 
1999). It has an overall moderate grey colour on fresh surfaces and possesses a 
characteristic brownish-yellow to brownish-orange colour where weathered (Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999). The dominant minerals within this rock type are quartz, plagioclase and 
biotite (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). The presence of orthopyroxene within the paragneiss 
units indicates that regional metamorphism peaked at granulite facies (Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999; Cadéron, 2003). Garnets are also present (Simard and Gosselin, 1999; 
Cadéron, 2003) but are most abundant within the central area of the migmatised rocks 
(Simard and Gosselin, 1999).  
The paragneiss is not homogeneous in composition and thus was divided into metapelites 
and metagreywackes based on its mineral assemblage (Moukhsil et al., 2003; Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999; Cadéron, 2003). The metagreywackes account for approximately 80% of 
the metasedimentary rocks and the metapelites the remaining 20% (Moukhsil et al., 
2003). The metasediment layers vary in thickness from 10 to 50 centimetres (Moukhsil et 
al., 2003). Metapelites contain more than 25% of ferromagnesian minerals, mainly biotite 
with some green hornblende (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). There is diagnostic weathering 
of the pelites giving them a distinct yellowish colour (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). The 
metawackes contain about 15% biotite but they do not have as pronounced a weathered 
colour as the metapelites (Simard and Gosselin, 1999).  
2.4.2.2 Amphibolites  
Numerous layers of amphibolites and amphibole-bearing gneisses are intercalated with 
paragneiss (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). Within the southern section of the region, a 
horizon of amphibolite (up to 200 m), is the presence of antiforms and synforms plunging 
to the WSW (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). This horizon includes paragneiss (Simard and 
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Gosselin, 1999). The origin of the amphibolite units is not well known (Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999; Moukhsil et al., 2003), however it has been suggested that the 
amphibolites have a volcanic origin – equivalent to mafic lavas (Simard and Gosselin, 
1999). Their composition is basaltic, specifically close to the boundary between tholeiitic 
and calc-alkaline (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). The amphibolites are commonly intruded 
by granitic material and amphibolitic restites that form enclaves that represent 15-20% of 
the rocks seen (Simard and Gosselin, 1999).  
2.4.2.3 Intrusive rocks 
The majority of intrusive rocks of the region are Archean in age. They account for 
approximately 30% of the rocks of the Opinaca subprovince and are divided according to 
Simard and Gosselin (1999) into 3 units:  The tonalite-granodiorite suite, the diorite – 
quartz-rich monzodiorite – quartziferous continuation and the granites. The first 2 units 
were subjected to regional deformation and, like the paragneisses, have been migmatized. 
The late stage granites show limited deformation and intrude the paragneiss sequences 
(Simard and Gosselin, 1999). In addition to these granitoid rocks, the subprovince is 
intruded by a number of Proterozoic diabase dykes. The description of these suites is 
summarized below from the work of Simard and Gosselin (1999). 
2.4.2.3.1 The Tonalite – Granodiorite Suite  
The tonalite-granodiorite suite is more prominent in the SE section of the region. 
However, smaller intrusions of this rock type occur southwest of the major body. This 
suite  appears to be connected to the rocks of the same classification within the La 
Grande Subprovince. They are significantly deformed and a well-developed foliation is 
expressed by the mineral alignment of mica (biotite). Black quartz is present as stretched 
xenomorphic crystals. This intrusive suite is not continuous across the region but several 
foliated tonalites occur close to the “contact” with the La Grande Subprovince (Simard 
and Gosselin, 1999). 
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2.4.2.3.2 The diorite – quartz-rich monzodiorite – quartziferous continuation 
This is the most common suite present in the Opinaca Subprovince. These intrusive rocks 
make up most of the rocks in the NE region and are the second most common rocks in the 
SW near the contact with La Grande (figure 2). These rocks have been metamorphosed 
and migmatised like the paragneisses. The presence of orthopyroxene indicates a 
granulite facies metamorphism (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). 
Foliation is everywhere well developed and defined by amphibole crystal alignment. The 
texture varies from homogeneous to porphyritic (mainly K-feldspar porphyroblasts and 
rarely plagioclase up to several centimeters in size). The porphyroclasts account for 5-
15% of the rock. The porphyritic domain dominates the northernmost section of the 
region. Enclaves of amphibolite are frequent within the interior of the unit and range in 
size on a decimeter to meter scale. Several samples of the suite show more tonalitic or 
granodioritic compositions (Simard and Gosselin, 1999). 
2.4.2.3.3 Granites 
The late stage granites of the Opinaca subprovince are best represented by two small 
plutons to the west of the region. Generally the granite is massive and homogeneous with 
medium to coarse grains that are completely without any trace of deformation. Enclaves 
of paragneiss and localities with abnormal abundance of biotite were observed.  These 
enclaves suggest that the granites are the result of anatexis (Bandyayera and Lacoste, 
2009; Simard and Gosselin, 1999). 
2.4.2.4 Diabase Dykes 
Many Proterozoic diabase dykes intrude the region (Moukhsil et al., 2003; Simard and 
Gosselin, 1999). They display a strong magnetic signature attributed to the presence of 
magnetite in the rocks. The dykes show no signs of deformation (Simard and Gosselin, 
1999).  
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2.4.3 Metamorphism and Structural Geology 
Within the Opinaca subprovince, most of the primary structures have been erased due to 
metamorphism, deformation and the presence of intrusive bodies (Lamothe et al., 1998). 
As such the original stratigraphic sequence in the area has not been determined (Lamothe 
et al., 1998). The most dominant structural element is a transposition foliation, defining a 
penetrative regional gneissose fabric that is well-developed and present within granitoids 
(Lamothe et al., 1998). Within paragneiss sequences, this gneissose fabric is more 
pronounced (Lamothe et al., 1998). In deformed rocks, biotite and hornblende crystals 
express a well-developed mineral lineation with a plunge angle between 30° and 60° 
either toward north or south (Lamothe et al., 1998). Large open folds are also present and 
are oriented E-W with moderate plunge angles either to the east or west (Lamothe et al., 
1998; Cadéron, 2003). In the south of the region the paragneiss sequence is interrupted by 
bands of volcanic rocks defining the same E-W direction (Lamothe et al., 1998). Previous 
work has indicated that there is a similar deformation affecting the volcanic rocks of the 
BVREI (Lamothe et al., 1998). 
The Opinaca along with the Nemiscau River, Quetico and Ashunapi subprovinces are 
suggested to be part of a vast accretionary prism (Moukhsil et al., 2003; Cadéron, 2003). 
This correlation was established by studies of the metasediments of these subprovinces 
and is based on the similarity in composition and isotopic ages from detrital zircons 
(Moukhsil et al., 2003). In any case, it has been documented that at least the La Grande 
and Opatica Subprovinces as well as the Opinaca were subjected to the same 
metamorphic events where metamorphism did not generally exceed amphibolite facies 
(Cadéron, 2003). 
 
2.5 Lac des Montagnes Volcanosedimentary Belt 
2.5.1 Geology 
The Lac des Montagnes belt (named by Valiquette, 1963) is several kilometres wide and 
contains some paragneiss with amphibolites of variable mineralogy and source (basaltic 
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lavas and pillows as well as ultramafic flows; Valiquette, 1963, 1975; Hocq, 1994). The 
rocks are significantly deformed and are intruded by late-stage granitoids (both 
leucogranites and white pegmatites; Hocq, 1994). The descriptions below of the 
lithologies and structural analysis of the Lac des Montagnes belt are a summary of the 
extensive regional work carried out by Valiquette (1963; 1975).  
2.5.2 Lithologies 
2.5.2.1 Paragneiss 
The paragneisses of the Lac des Montagnes belt are fine-grained rocks with a greyish 
white to a milky white color on the weathered surface, and bluish grey on the fresh 
surface. They are composed primarily of the felsic minerals quartz and feldspar but also 
contain significant amounts of mica. The micas typically define a strong schistosity. 
Other minerals present are brick red garnets (almandine) that are up to 3cm across and 
tend to be deformed and stretched along the schistosity. Locally, the paragneiss has a 
much different appearance forming a white, fine-grained rock with a schistosity that is 
only observed where it contains minor mica. Garnets in this “subtype” are euhedral, up to 
1.5cm in diameter and wine red in colour. Black tourmaline is also present in a fine 
acicular habit. Sillimanite, a mineral that is critical in determining the metamorphic 
grade, occurs as milky, white bundles or as small, glassy fibres broken along the plane of 
schistosity in outcrop. Microscopic study revealed, the sillimanite is almost completely 
replaced by sericite (Valiquette, 1963, 1975). 
The last ‘subtype’ of the paragneiss present is a biotite paragneiss that is mainly found in 
the low-lying regions. It is typically brown in colour due to its high biotite content. 
Commonly this paragneiss contains enclaves of mafic (amphibolites) and ultramafic 
rocks, metavolcanic layers, white granites and some pegmatites. The biotite paragneiss 
shows abundant folds (Valiquette, 1975). 
2.5.2.2 Oligoclase Gneiss 
Overall this is a white to grey colour rock with a variable amount of biotite (averaging 
~15%) and a well-developed gneissose texture. Quartz and plagioclase account for 
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approximately 80%, and hornblende the remaining 5%. Locally microcline is present. 
Where weathered, the quartz appears as nodules that have a higher relief than the rest of 
the rock due to the differential weathering of plagioclase (Valiquette, 1975).  
2.5.2.3 Amphibolites (Metavolcanics) 
The amphibolite units are black to dark green in colour, possess a well-developed 
foliation and, form boudin-like enclaves.  Most of the amphibolites are fine-grained and 
in addition to the well-developed foliation, have a lineation defined by hornblende 
crystals. Interestingly, some of the fine-grained amphibolites have sharp contacts with 
amphibolites with a much coarser grain size possibly suggesting gabbroic sills. There 
may have been multiple mafic intrusions within the Lac des Montagnes belt. Some of the 
coarser-grained amphibolites, however, are not intrusive as the outlines of pillows are 
still recognizable. The typical mineralogy of both amphibolites is plagioclase with 
hornblende (+ titanite), with limited alteration to epidote and sericite (Valiquette, 1975). 
Notably, most amphibolite outcrops occur interbedded with argillaceous, sillimanite 
schists. Chemical analysis indicates that most of the amphibolites are olivine tholeiites 
with ~15% normative olivine and 13% normative hypersthene (Valiquette, 1975).  
2.5.2.4 Ultramafics 
Ultramafic units are exposed as discontinuous lenses throughout the Lac des Montagnes 
Belt (Valiquette, 1975).  Where widespread, the ultramafic rocks form serpentinites, 
although ultramafic amphibole rocks are also present (Valiquette, 1963, 1975). At one 
locality a serpentinite outcrop is associated with a band of chromite (dip of ~60°), which 
extends over a distance of approximately 600m with a thickness varying from less than 
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2.5.2.5 Granites 
2.5.2.5.1 Grey Hornblende Granite 
Although this rock type is widespread throughout the region, it is most commonly found 
as lenses within pink granites.  The hornblende granite is coarse grained with black 
hornblende and biotite crystals in a white groundmass made up mainly of plagioclase, 
with minor microcline and large quartz crystals. Hornblende and biotite minerals define a 
well-developed lineation, however no schsitosity is evident (Valiquette, 1963, 1975). 
2.5.2.5.2 Pink Granite 
Pink granite is the most widespread rock in the Montagnes Lake area (Valiquette, 1963, 
1975). Generally, it posseses medium sized grains. However, in some outcrops, the 
colour becomes a paler pink and it is very fine grained (Valiquette, 1975). It intrudes all 
litholigies noted here except diabase dykes and pegmatites (Valiquette, 1963, 1975).  
2.5.2.6 Pegmatites 
Pegmatite intrusions are scattered across the belt and crosscut all lithologies excluding 
the diabase. These are mainly associated with metasedimentary rocks (Valiquette, 1963, 
1975). Valiquette (1975) subdivided the pegmatites into two types based on their colours 
and associated lithologies: white pegmatites and the pink pegmatites. White pegmatites 
are those associated with metasedimentary rock (Valiquette, 1975). They are generally 
fine to coarse grained and are composed of the following minerals: muscovite, almandine 
garnet and biotite (+ black tourmaline and magnetite; Valiquette, 1975). Muscovite 
occurs as large blades several centimetres in length (Valiquette, 1975). Garnet either 
occurs as aggregates or very small isolated grains. Pink pegmatites are restricted to the 
zone of oligoclase gneisses and the granites (Valiquette, 1975). They vary from a fine-
grained granitic texture to pegmatites with microcline crystals exceeding a foot in length 
(Valiquette, 1975). Some simple pink pegmatites show classic graphic textures 
(Valiquette, 1975). 
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2.5.3 Structural observations in the Lac des Montagnes Volcanosedimentary Belt 
Transposition foliation and schistosity measurements within the Lac des Montagnes 
region are consistently striking between 060° and 070° with dips between 60° and 
vertical. Distal to Montagne Lake, the dips average between 60° and 80°. Lineations are 
mostly expressed by aligned hornblende crystals (as well as biotite). Faults are not 
prevalent in the region; however, some linear valleys at least suggest zones of tectonic 
weakness (Valiquette, 1975). For example, northeast of Lac des Montagnes, the 
Nemiscau River takes a twenty foot fall where it intersects a linear valley. Shear zones in 
the area typically manifest themselves by affecting, locally, the structures within 
lithologies. In some instances slickenslide features (with trends toward 240°) are 
observed parallel to schistosity planes. (Valiquette, 1975) 
 
2.6 Economic Geology of the James Bay Region 
The James Bay Region has been known to possess a wealth of possible economic mineral 
deposits. For the last 50 or so years, exploration work has been significantly increased in 
the James Bay Region specifically the Lac des Montagnes belt for possible economic 
deposits. Work by Bandyayera et al. (2009) revealed several favourable metallogenic 
areas fitting the following deposit types in the region: volcanogenic massive sulphide 
deposits, Au-Cu-Ag porphyry type deposits, fault-related Au deposits, epigenetic Au 
deposits, Au-bearing mineralization associated with iron formations and possible rare 
metal deposits associated with tourmaline bearing pegmatites.  
During the 1950s numerous exploration programs were carried out in hopes of 
discovering new rare metal deposits. Since then, several pegmatites with associated Li, 
Be, Ta and Nb have been discovered – including the Whabouchi pegmatite.  
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Chapter 3. Geology and Structure of The Whabouchi Area 
3.1 Introduction 
The geological setting of the Whabouchi pegmatite is complex.  The Whabouchi 
pegmatite intruded the Lac des Montagnes (LdM) volcanosedimentary belt and in the 
Whabouchi area, the LdM consists of paragneiss, amphibolite (Lafrerrière et al., 2011) as 
well as orthogneiss. The Whabouchi pegmatite occurs as an amalgamation of dykes, with 
the main body steeply dipping, approximately 130 m wide and 1.3 km long and reaches a 
depth of more than 500 m determined by drilling. Mapping observations have revealed 
that the Whabouchi pegmatite is situated in a shear zone. This chapter will describe the 
geology and structural features of the rocks on the Whabouchi property (Figure 3.1). 
3.1.1 Previous Work 
Numerous studies have been performed in the James Bay Region including geological 
surveys, geoscientific studies and mineral exploration work. In 1962, Canico provided the 
first documented mineral exploration reconnaissance on the Whabouchi spodumene 
pegmatite. From their small drilling campaigns in 1962 and 1963 they obtained grade of 
lithium of 1.44% Li2O over 83.2m. More than 10 years later, several companies/ 
organization performed exploration work (James Bay Nickel Ventures (Canex Placer) 
and Société de Développement de la Baie James (“SDBJ. Magnetic surveys completed in 
1987 and 1988 were performed on the property as well as to the east of it. (Babineau, 
2002; Théberge, 2009; Lafrerrière et al., 2013) 
These were aimed at finding massive sulphide deposits in the area (Babineau, 2002) 
Within the last 10 years, Inco, Golden Goose Resources and Nemaska Lithium have 
extensively sampled the pegmatite to better constrain the lithium content of the 
spodumene pegmatite (Babineau, 2002; Lafrerrière , 2010; Théberge, 2009; Lafrerrière et 
al., 2011, 2013). Table 3.1 (adapted from Lafrerrière et al. 2013) gives a detailed 
summary of the history of work that has been performed on the Whabouchi property. 
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Figure 3.1: Complete property map showing all mappable lithologies on the Whabouchi 
property (this study) 
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3.1.2 Location, access and topography 
The Whabouchi Property is located in the James Bay Region within the Province of 
Québec, approximately 30 km west of the Cree Community of Nemaska and 300 km 
north-northwest of the town of Chibougamau (figure 3.2). The property centre has UTM 
coordinates: UTM 5,725,750 mN, 441,000 mE, NAD83 Zone 18 (Lafrerrière et al., 
2013). The Whabouchi property is accessible via the Route du Nord, the main all-season 
gravel road linking Chibougamau and Nemaska.  
The topography is relatively flat with the exception of the local ridges formed by the 
more competent pegmatites. Lakes and rivers cover approximately 15% of the property 
(Lafrerrière et al., 2013). The flora in the area is typical of the taiga environment with 
vast black spruce forest and peat moss-covered swamps (Lafrerrière et al., 2013). The 
overburden cover ranges in depth from 0 m on the ridges to 25 m in the southern section 
of the Whabouchi property (Lafrerrière et al., 2013). 
 
3.2 Lithologies of the Whabouchi Area 
3.2.1 Orthogneiss 
Orthogneiss is widespread across the property and is commonly observed as assimilated 
pods/xenoliths within pegmatitic or granitic rock types. Orthogneiss rocks occur with 
metabasite in outcrops in the northern region of the property. The orthogneiss is overall 
grey in colour, consisting of 35-40% quartz, 5-10% biotite, 25-30% plagioclase, and 20% 
K-feldspar with minor 5% amphibole. Each mineral phase ranges from <0.5mm to 7mm 
in size. In thin section, altered samples show sericitization of feldspars along with 
chloritization of micas, and in very few cases epidotization of the amphiboles. In fresher 
samples, feldspars express several types of polysynthetic twinning, namely, albite, tartan 
and – most abundantly – pericline. Lineations are very well developed within the 
orthogneiss and these best record the measureable mineral lineations on the Whabouchi 
property (Figure 3.3). All minerals within the orthogneiss conform to the deformation 
fabric, but this is best expressed by micas. Orthogneiss rocks contain light grey to white 
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deformed quartz veins that often cross the developed foliations and show pinch-and-swell 
characteristics. The protolith of the orthogneiss is thought to be intrusives of granodioritic 
to tonalitic in composition based on petrographic analysis of orthogneiss samples.  
3.2.2 Metabasites 
The metabasites within the Whabouchi property are generally medium to fine grained, 
weakly to moderately foliated (schistose/gneissose) with an overall dark green to black 
colour (figure 3.4). Their general mineralogical composition is as follows: amphibole 
(55-70%); feldspars (30-40%); quartz (2-20%; mainly from intruded felsic material); 
biotite (2-15%); chlorite (2-20%); and minor opaque phases (≤ 1%). Dark green 
amphiboles are the dominant mineral in most samples with the exception of metabasites 
within 0.5m of contact with spodumene pegmatite where violet-coloured holmquistite is 
abundant. 
Amphiboles within metabasites are typically less than 0.5mm in and around the 
spodumene pegmatite but reach lengths of up to 5mm. They are acicular to bladed, 
showing typical amphibole cleavage (60°/120°) and typically define foliation. Feldspars 
are white, anhedral grains up to 3mm across and typically occur interstitially to 
amphiboles.  
Biotite and sericite are ≤ 1mm in size, exhibit platy/basal cleavage and are also generally 
aligned parallel to foliation. Biotite is vitreous and dark brown to light brown in colour. 
Some secondary biotite is present within metabasites proximal to the Whabouchi lithium 
pegmatite that crosscut amphiboles and define a very weakly developed deformation 
fabric. Minor opaque, metallic minerals were also observed in hand sample. In general, 
foliation intensity increases toward the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite and the shear zone.   
Analysis of thin sections has shown most of the amphiboles have a yellow-green to dark 
green pleochroism and inclined extinction along longitudinal sections. Electron probe 
microanalysis (EPMA) data (see Appendix A2) show that the dominant amphibole is 
actinolite / ferro-actinolite with few localizations of tremolite on the property. Feldspars 
(dominantly plagioclase) and quartz both exhibit undulose extinction and are anhedral. 
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Figure 3.2: Geographical location of the Whabouchi property  (northernmost black star 
on figure) relative to Montréal, Québec City and Chibougamau (From Lafrerrière et al., 
2013) 
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In altered samples, feldspars are altered to sericite, and there is a higher content of 
secondary biotite, and chlorite replacement of amphiboles. A few samples contained 
anhedral pyroxenes that are partially replaced by bladed amphiboles and epidote-
clinozoisite (Woulfe, 2013). The metamorphic assemblage of these metabasites suggests 
upper-greenschist facies to amphibolite facies metamorphism.  
The investigation of metasomatic alteration of the metabasite samples by Woulfe (2013) 
revealed a patchy overprinting of amphiboles by chlorite, biotite and epidote-clinozoisite, 
in close proximity to major granular quartz-plagioclase veins. These alteration minerals 
are generally less abundant in samples distal from the main pegmatite body (Woulfe, 
2013). Disseminated sulphide and oxide minerals were identified in thin section as 
mainly pyrite and magnetite and appear to be a part of the metamorphic assemblage.  
3.2.3 Granites 
Granites account for over 25% of the rock types present on the Whabouchi property. 
Several different types of granitic bodies have been determined based on overall 
mineralogy as well as their spatial and temporal relationships to each other, and to other 
rocks types.  
3.2.3.1 Pink deformed granite 
Deformed salmon pink granitic rocks on the western boundary of the property are weakly 
foliated with moderately developed mineral lineations. The micaceous minerals such as 
biotite primarily express the stretching lineations however minerals such as the feldspars 
and quartz are somewhat aligned. Lineations have a moderate plunge between 45° and 
70°. This granite is composed of anhedral to subhedral K-feldspars (30-40%, ~4mm grain 
size), grey anhedral quartz (20-30%, < 4mm in size), grey anhedral plagioclase feldspar 
(10-20%, <4mm), black bladed biotite (10-30%, < 3mm grain size) with trace opaque 
phases (<1mm). Iron staining is present throughout the granite in small (< 2mm) patches. 
In thin section, feldspars are significantly sericitized and biotite crystals have been altered 
to chlorite. Thin pegmatitic dykes typically 7-10cm wide trending 040° are present within 
the granite. 
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Figure 3.3: Typical orthogneiss with well-developed lineations and poorly developed 
foliations cut by a quartz vein. (Outcrop located ~0.5-1km north of the Whabouchi 
pegmatite)  
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These dykes are undeformed with a simple mineralogy of feldspars, quartz + biotite. A 
younger granitic body was observed on outcrops and deformation within the pink granite 
suggests a dextral sense of shear (Figure 3.5a). The mineralogy of the intrusion is very 
similar to that of the pink granite but it shows no deformation. This intrusion is most 
likely related to the undeformed pegmatitic veins within the deformed pink granite. 
3.2.3.2 White deformed granite (granitic gneiss) 
Potentially the oldest rocks on the property are white granitic gneiss found in the 
northeastern section of the Whabouchi property. These rocks show significant 
deformation in the form of mineral lineations and foliations with development of a 
gneissose texture where leucocratic and melanocratic layers are moderately separated. 
This unit is generally fine-grained (< 1.5mm), although there are areas where a coarser 
undeformed and equigranular (< 3mm) texture is observed, implying that the granite was 
partially melted and recrystallized. In fine-grained areas, the rock has a saccharoidal 
texture with acicular biotite and breaks easily. 
Coarser pegmatitic phases occur within this granite where deformation is expressed in the 
form of stretching lineations delineated primarily by quartz. The mineralogy is different 
in these coarser areas: white K-feldspar (>5mm) and quartz (1-3cm) intergrown with a 
well-developed graphic texture.  
3.2.3.3 Pegmatitic granite 
The pegmatitic granite is the most abundant granitic type on the property. It outcrops 
primarily in the centre of the Whabouchi property and is not visibly deformed (Figure 
3.5b). The mineralogy is simple, comprising white to pale pink feldspar, pale grey to 
white anhedral quartz, silvery muscovite booklets and black biotite blades with deep red 
to black euhedral garnets. Garnets commonly occur as inclusions within micas, 
particularly biotite. 
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Figure 3.4: (top) Metabasites distal from the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite showing no 
evidence of shearing but with defined foliation and lineation. Turbulent shearing zone 
depicted by random orientation and smearing of leucocratic component in metabasite 
xenolith within the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite (bottom) 
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3.2.4 Other rock types 
Minor rock types account for 10% of all rocks been identified on the Whabouchi 
property. This section describes several of these. 
3.2.4.1 Augen gneiss/ glomeroporphyritic gabbro 
Pods of glomeroporphyritic gabbro (5 – 10 m thick) with up to 80% feldspar 
glomerocrysts (figure 3.6a) ranging in size from 0.5-20 cm intrude the metabasites and 
orthogneiss in several locations on the property. Where the feldspar glomerocrysts are 
less than 2cm, the gabbro has the appearance of an augen gneiss. Petrography revealed 
that the glomerocrysts have been almost completely altered to clinozoisite, epidote, 
sericite, carbonate and muscovite (Figure 3.6b). The groundmass consists of 80% 
secondary amphibole and chlorite.  
3.2.4.2 Ultramafic Rocks 
Ultramafic rocks occur as smooth-surfaced knolls on the property with a trend parallel to 
the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite. The rocks were undeformed and highly weathered to a 
black/very dark brown-black colour on the surface. Unweathered rocks are also 
undeformed, dark green-grey in colour, and very fine grained (<0.5mm). Ultramafic 
rocks are composed of ~5% visible olivine with fibrous serpentine (chrysotile) present 
sporadically across the outcrops. Other mineral phases were difficult to differentiate due 
to the fine grain size.  
3.2.4.3 Diabase 
This is the youngest intrusion recognized on the Whabouchi property and is of 
Proterozoic age (Valiquette, 1975). The diabase has classic ophitic texture between white 
euhedral plagioclase (laths of lengths between 3 and 4mm) pyroxenes. It has a trend 
toward the NNW of ~300 degrees and is magnetic. 
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Figure 3.5: (a) Pink deformed granite with possibly a secondary intrusion. (b) Typical 
appearance of the undeformed pegmatitic granite   
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3.2.4.4 Breccias 
Breccias are locally present and occur as elongated pods no larger than 7m in length and 
4m in width. The angular clasts that range from 1cm to 40cm, are fine-grained and felsic 
in composition, where the feldspars display a saccharoidal texture. Clasts have been 
stretched, forming lineations within an orthogneiss matrix (Figure 3.7a). Breccia pods 
trend ~60 degrees. Where there was a higher strain rate present, clasts appeared rounded 
(Figure 3.7b).  
3.2.4.5 Paragneiss 
Paragneiss rocks are located at the western portion of the property. These rocks are dark 
grey in colour on fresh surfaces. On weathered surfaces, the rocks are yellow- orange to 
white with eroded pockets (Figure 3.8).  The secondary amphiboles and micas define a 
developed mineral lineation. In one locality, folds with fold noses trending ~160 degrees 
and perpendicular to 90% of the folds found on the property, were present. 
3.2.5 Pegmatites 
 There are several pegmatite types on the Whabouchi property with the majority being 
simple pegmatites, consisting of only quartz and K-feldspar. These pegmatites are on 
average up to 12m in width and several metres in length. All portray classic graphic 
intergrowth texture between quartz and K-feldspar with minor phases such as magnetite. 
K-feldspar was salmon coloured and exhibited perthitic lamellae.  Quartz appears as 
inclusions within the K-feldspar and is a typical light grey colour. These pegmatites 
showed no deformation features. In addition to simple pegmatites, other more complex 
pegmatitic bodies were located on the property and mapped, and are described below. 
3.2.5.1 Biotite-Garnet Pegmatite 
Biotite-garnet-bearing pegmatites were located only at the northern boundary of the 
property, approximately 3 km north of the Whabouchi pegmatite, and have a trend of 
~300°. The biotite-garnet pegmatites range in width from less than 1 m to over 25 m. The 
largest of these is in contact with the only diabase outcropping on the property. The 
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mineralogy is almost exclusively biotite, K-feldpsar, plagioclase and quartz, however 
within the biotite booklets are few dark red garnet inclusions. White K-feldspar accounts 
for 75% of the minerals present and can be described as blocky. Thin, elongate biotite 
booklets with lengths ranging from 2-10 cm make up ~10%, light grey to white 
plagioclase less than 2mm account for ~10%, and light-grey anhedral quartz accounts for 
the remaining 5% of the mineralogy of the pegmatite.  
3.2.5.2 Biotite-Muscovite-Garnet Pegmatite 
This pegmatitic type is not well represented on the property. In the north, there is one 
outcrop where the two micas were observed. This pegmatite is located within 30 m of the 
secondary intrusion granite found in the western section of the property.Biotite was the 
dominant mica while yellow muscovite, typically 1 mm or less is present only in trace 
amounts. Another major occurrence is at the southern boundary of the property where 
there is a gradual progression from the muscovite-garnet bearing pegmatite into the 
biotite-muscovite-garnet pegmatite. The biotite-muscovite-garnet pegmatite to the south 
intruded very fine-grained metasediment. (Metasediment is beyond the property limit) 
Bright red euhedral garnets as well as opaque and friable garnets are found in this 
pegmatite type. The pegmatite consists of white K-feldpsar, white plagioclase (sometimes 
with saccharoidal texture), grey quartz, small blades of biotite, silvery-yellow to yellow 
muscovite and red euhedral garnets.  
3.2.5.3 Muscovite-Garnet Pegmatite 
The muscovite-garnet type pegmatite is the most prevalent pegmatite type on the 
property. The largest of these is located 1.5 km southwest along strike of the Whabouchi 
lithium pegmatite. It consists of 5-10 % muscovite, in large pods (up to 15cm) with a 
radiating intergrown texture with quartz. Outside of these pods, the silvery coloured 
muscovite crystals have no preferred orientation.  Hydrothermal alteration is present as 
chloritization of muscovite blades. White K-feldspar accounts for 70% of the mineralogy. 
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Figure 3.6: Glomeroporphyritic gabbro / augen gneiss in (a) outcrop and (b) thin section 
of augen showing complete alteration to sericite, clinozoisite, epidote and trace 
carbonates (5X in XPL)  
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Figure 3.7: Breccia pod with granitic angular clasts (top photo). Highly deformed conglomerate 
with boudinaged and folded felsic veins. Clasts are granitic in composition (bottom photo)  














Figure 3.8: Paragneiss with fold hinge trending toward 160° showing highly weathered 
surface (Pen points North) 
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The K-feldspar crystals are coarse, giving the pegmatite a poikilitic appearance with all 
other mineral phases are appear as large inclusions in it. Pale grey, anhedral quartz (up to 
5cm) accounts for the remaining 20%. Garnets are also present as dark red-brown to 
opaque ranging from <0.5mm to 1.5mm in diameter. They occur mainly as patchy 
aggregates across the pegmatite. With a change in the host rocks of the pegmatite from 
metabasites to metasediments, biotite is present at the margins of the pegmatite. These 
localities contain up to 1-5% biotite.  
3.2.5.4 Beryl Pegmatite 
 This is a minor pegmatite type on the property only located along strike, 500m northeast 
of the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite. These beryl-bearing pegmatites intrude metabasites 
and occur as dykes 1 – 7 m wide. Mineralogically, it consists of 40% white blocky K-
feldspar, 20% very light grey plagioclase feldspar, 20% light grey anhedral quartz, 15% 
very pale yellow to silvery <0.5 mm – 3 cm sized booklets of muscovite and up to 5% 
pale blue euhedral beryl crystals. The beryl pegmatites also account for the only 
occurrence of Ta-rich minerals in sizes that exceed 1cm outside of the Whabouchi 
pegmatite, which contains these Ta minerals in very trace amounts.  
3.2.5.5 Whabouchi Pegmatite 
The Whabouchi pegmatite is a white, elongated intrusive body approximately 1.3 km 
long along strike and about 130m wide with a depth exceeding 500m (Lafrerrière, 2011). 
It is an unzoned rare-element pegmatite, specifically an albite-spodumene subtype, of the 
LCT family. The pegmatite is a deformed amalgamation of fracture-filling pegmatitic 
dykes located within an aplitic body, intruding sheared metabasites. In 2010, Nemaska 
Lithium Inc. stripped the pegmatite, exposing most of the intrusion and allowing for 
detailed mapping. Mapping revealed foliated aplitic zones with folded and boudinaged 
pegmatitic dykes of highly variable sizes as well as significantly weathered areas of the 
pegmatite. The deformed pegmatitic dykes cut the aplite, and where exposed, quench 
margins are seen. Also present are brittle undeformed pegmatite dykes crosscutting 
(mainly perpendicularly) the preceding deformed dykes. 
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Figure 3.9: The four main pegmatite types on the Whabouchi property. (a) biotite-garnet; 
(b) muscovite-biotite-garnet; (c) muscovite-garnet; (d) albite-spodumene  
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Overall the Whabouchi pegmatite contains ~25-30% of the lithium mineral spodumene. 
Spodumene enrichment is located exclusively within the pegmatitic dykes (deformed and 
undeformed), although micas (primarily muscovite) within the aplitic areas contain 
significant amounts of lithium. 
The mineralogy of the aplitic phase is simple, consisting primarily of albitic plagioclase, 
quartz and muscovite with minor of K-feldspar. Generally, aplitic zones are equigranular 
with white saccharoidal albite (60%) < 1 mm, light grey quartz (< 1 mm, 20%) and pale 
yellow to a light yellow green muscovite with grain sizes up to 1mm, accounting for 
~20% of the mineralogy. Dark red <0.5 mm subhedral garnets are present. The foliation 
developed within these zones is parallel to strike of the overall pegmatite body. Locally, 
this foliation contains sharp kinks and folds.  
The pegmatite dykes that run through the Whabouchi pegmatite body, range in size from 
about 10 cm up to 1.7 m thick and possibly larger. Most of them have developed pinch-
and-swell characteristics whereas others have been fully boudinaged. The dykes consist 
of spodumene, quartz, plagioclase, altered K-feldspar and muscovite (both as a primary 
mineral and a replacement mineral to spodumene). Minerals within the swells and 
boudins are generally perpendicular to the swell/boudin walls but are random as you 
move inward to the swell’s centre. In thin section and EDS analyses, original K-feldspar 
crystals have been replaced by plagioclase, making plagioclase the dominant feldspar in 
the dykes although the feldspar appears as very large white, blocky crystals showing 
prominent cleavage. The size of the feldspars was difficult to determine. Primary 
plagioclase was observed in thin section, and occurred as laths showing classic albite 
twinning with lengths up to 1mm. Spodumene crystals are generally a light apple-green 
but white crystals are also present (where the crystal are white, they occur as 
monomineralic veins with a “comb” structure). The crystals are mainly euhedral and up 
to 55 cm in length. Spodumene accounts for ~25-30% of the mode of the dykes. Light 
grey to grey anhedral quartz (up to 10cm) account for approximately 25% of the mineral 
phases in the pegmatite dykes. Quartz and muscovite while occurring as primary mineral 
phases are also secondary products from the alteration of spodumene. Muscovite is 
overall a very pale yellow to yellow in colour. Crystals are anhedral and characteristically 
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flaky with individual crystals/booklets up to 10 cm in size. Muscovite accounts for 15% 
of the mineralogy. In thin section muscovite crystals show evidence of strain. Other 
phases present in the dykes are beryl, apatite, lepidolite, garnet, tourmaline, biotite and 
oxides.  
Biotite occurs close to margins with host rocks and especially where slivers of basement 
rocks (in the form of a schist) are caught up between the Whabouchi pegmatite and the 
metabasites. At one of these localities, abundant prismatic black tourmaline (up to 2 cm) 
is present within 10 cm of the margin. The crystals are aligned parallel to strike of the 
Whabouchi pegmatite. Lepidolite was found in the middle of the main body toward its 
northern margin with the host metabasites, where it occurred as small < 5 mm anhedral 
flaky purple crystals within an area of approximately 2 m2. Beryl is present throughout 
the Whabouchi pegmatite but is concentrated within the most northeast outcrop dubbed 
“the collectors’ pit”.  Beryl crystals were euhedral (up to 3 cm in diameter) and varied 
from white with a blue tint to pale blue in colour. Another blue mineral observed in the 
Whabouchi pegmatite is apatite. It occurs as anhedral to euhedral crystals possessing a 
rich blue-green colour. They ranged in size from less than 1 mm to 1 cm in diameter. In 
general, the larger the apatite crystals were, the more euhedral their shape. The last 
significant minor phase present is garnet. Garnets occur as dark red euhedral to subhedral 
crystals up to 3 mm in diameter. Generally, garnet crystals are found as aggregates. 
Where brittle dykes are present, garnet aggregates line the outer edges of the brittle 
pegmatite dykes. The last mineral phase observed was oxides. These crystals were black, 
up to 1cm in diameter, euhedral and non-magnetic.  
The Whabouchi pegmatite was subject to hydrothermal alteration. In addition to the 
replacement of spodumene by micas and quartz, the replacement of K-feldspar by 
plagioclase and the presence of orange-coloured weathered areas of the pegmatite body, 
primary muscovite were replaced by green biotite and chlorite. The Whabouchi pegmatite 
includes small, sub-rounded clasts up to 10cm in diameter of simple white pegmatite in 
the northern end of the pegmatite. These clasts, found in the aplitic regions, are composed 
of 90% white feldspar and 10% light grey quartz. The minerals exhibit classic graphic 
texture and the clasts have no preferred orientation. 
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3.3 Geochemistry of lithologies 
3.3.1 Sample preparation and processing 
Thirty-four samples were crushed and milled using a Bico Chipmunk Crusher and a TM 
Engineering LTD hard steel ring mill for lithogeochemical analysis to determine the 
metasomatic aureole. The furthest samples were deliberately chosen about 1 km away 
from the main body to serve as background values for the metabasites with respect to 
lithium, Cs and Rb (Woulfe, 2013). The lithogeochemical data were obtained via X-ray 
fluorescence spectrometry (XRF) at the University of Western Ontario and trace element 
data was obtained from Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) at 
Activation Laboratories Ltd (Woulfe, 2013). For ICP-MS, sodium peroxide was used as a 
fluxing agent to avoid contamination. The samples were analyzed by a Perkin Elmer 
Sciex ELAN 6000, 6100 or 9000 ICP-MS. 
Trace element determination of several granites and pegmatites on the property was 
performed at the University of Toronto. The purpose was to observe whether there was 
any geochemical signature of fractional crystallization present within pegmatites and 
granitesthat could identify a possible source granite for the Whabouchi spodumene 
pegmatite. 
The samples were analysed initially by Electron Probe Microanalyser (EPMA) on a 
Cameca SX-50/51 (DCI1300DLL) at the University of Toronto equipped with 3 tunable 
wavelength dispersive spectrometers to determine the major element abundances (wt%). 
They were then analysed for trace element abundances via Laser Ablation Inductively 
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) with a Thermo Elemental (VG) 
PlasmaQuad PQ ExCell ICP-MS coupled to a Nu‐Wave UP‐213 Laser Ablation 
Microscope. NIST 610 glass standards were used to calibrate the relative elemental 
sensitivities on the LA-ICP-MS. Analyses were normalized using Al2O3, SiO2 and FeO 
(from EPMA) with selected samples normalized using K2O. The data tables can be found 
in Appendix 2.  
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3.3.2 Metasomatic Aureole 
The area immediately surrounding a highly fractionated pegmatitic intrusion is a 
lithogeochemical halo of the intrusion, characterized by particular elements or 
combination of elements relating to the degree of fractionation of the pegmatite body 
(Černý, 1989). For LCT type pegmatites like the Whabouchi spodumene-bearing 
pegmatite, the elements of the halo frequently studied are: lithium, tin, cesium, beryllium, 
and rubidium (From Table 3, In Černý, 1989). These elements may be detected as far 
away as several hundred metres, depending on the element’s mobility (Černý, 1989; 
Breaks et al., 2005; London, 2008). It has been demonstrated that lithium anomalies 
define haloes that extend the furthest from the source pegmatite than any other element 
(London, 2008). Thus these metasomatic haloes surrounding economic pegmatitic bodies 
are useful in estimating the depth of unexposed pegmatites below the surface (Breaks et 
al., 2005). Woulfe (2013) studied the metasomatic aureole surrounding the Whabouchi 
pegmatite concurrently with the present study.  
The elemental data were plotted in Figure 3.11 to determine the chemical composition of 
the metabasites with regard to tectonic discrimination (Woulfe, 2013). The metabasites 
consistently plotted within the MORB and tholeiitic fields (Woulfe, 2013). The elemental 
data for lithium from the metabasites is displayed diagrammatically showing the extent of 
the metasomatic halo relative to the Whabouchi spodumene-bearing pegmatite in Figure 
4.10. 
3.3.3 Trace element analysis of micas and feldspars 
The Rb/Tl ratio in muscovite is very useful in determining fractionation trends in silicate 
systems – notably in rare-element pegmatites. Other elemental ratios that are used 
include:  Ta/Nb, Rb/Sr, K/Rb, K/Cs, Rb/Li, Ta/Liamong others (Cerny et al., 1985). 
Several of these ratios have been used in this study to determine the fractionation trend 
within the Whabouchi pegmatite as well as between the Whabouchi pegmatite and other 
granitic bodies in the area (Figure 3.12).  
The Rb vs Tl graph (of muscovites) shows the clearest fractionation trend in the 
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pegmatite. All ratios/ trends indicate a fractionation of the melt that formed the 
Whabouchi pegmatite from the south to the north. Interestingly, for all ratios used, there 
is a distinct overlap between Whabouchi aplitic and the Southwest pegmatite values. This 
may suggest that these are from the same melt. Ideally, the K/Rb ratio decreases with 
increased fractionation. The data here are inconclusive in that respect but show that the 
aplite associated with the Whabouchi pegmatite is the most primitive (having the highest 
K/Rb ratio). 
 
3.4 Structure of the Whabouchi Area 
Four main deformation structures are described in this section. Together they give a 
geological story detailing the characteristics of the deformation related to the 
emplacement of the Whabouchi pegmatite.  
3.4.1 Description and analysis of foliations and lineations 
Foliations are one of the main planar structures formed through tectonic strain and are 
key in describing the amount of strain/ deformation that a body of rock was subjected to 
(Fossen, 2010). Lineations complement foliations in revealing kinematics. Minerals 
within rocks primarily express lineations, which is the case for most rocks on the 
Whabouchi property. As lineations are much more developed than tectonic foliation, the 
rocks of the Whabouchi property are termed L-tectonites. This section describes the 
characteristics of the mineral lineations and tectonic foliations found in the rocks on the 
property. 
Lineations and foliations are more prevalent in the less competent rocks and thus are 
most easily measured within the metabasites and orthogneiss compared to pegmatites and 
granites. The transposition foliation is everywhere steeply-dipping at an average of 80-
85° with a strike of ~065°. There is a well-developed mineral lineation in the orthogneiss 
(figure 3.3), transposed metabasites (both defined by amphiboles and micas) and the 
Whabouchi pegmatite (defined by micas, quartz and smaller sized spodumene crystals), 
which is a stretching lineation that is steeply plunging (>75°) through the shear zone 
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(Figure 3.13).  Mineral lineations were expressed within the spodumene pegmatite by 
quartz and mica crystals. 
3.4.2 Description and analysis of boudins and pinch-and-swell structures 
Boudins are extensional structures formed by layer parallel extension where competent 
layers are extended into separate pieces through plastic or brittle processes or a 
combination of both mechanisms during deformation processes in various tectonic 
settings (Arslan et al., 2008; Fossen, 2010; Ramberg, 1955; Smith, 1998).  
The less competent the layer, the more likely the development of pinch-and-swell (PS) 
structures where there is no separation into isolated fragments or boudins (Fossen, 2010; 
Ekström, 1975; Ramberg, 1955; Schmalholz and Maeder, 2012). The formation of 
boudins during extension of rock layers records important information about rock 
behavior during deformation (Ramberg, 1955; Smith, 1998; Schmalholz and Maeder, 
2012; Price and Cosgrove, 1990). Boudins have measurable parametres such as thickness, 
relationship between the boudins and enclosed minerals. Aspect ratios of boudins and 
pinch-and-swell structures varied widely between 1 and 12 within the Whabouchi lithium 
pegmatite. Generally, a larger boudins/PS structure corresponded to a higher aspect ratio. 
The average aspect ratio was 4. Within a dyke, the thicknesses of the boudins or PS were 
comparable. However, between dykes, the thicknesses and widths of boudins/PS varied 
significantly. 
The structures had widths raging from 5cm to 13m and thicknesses ranging from 2 cm to 
1.7 m. Larger boudins and pinch-and-swell structures are present within the northern half 
of the Whabouchi pegmatite whereas pinch-and-swell structures were exclusive to the 
southern portion and were significantly smaller. Deformed pegmatitic dykes to the south 
were no larger than 0.5 m thick.  
Large boudins, on average, contained smaller sized mineral crystals than the smaller 
boudins. The smaller PS structures at the southern end of the pegmatite had consistently 
larger crystals than those toward the north of the pegmatite. The PS structures within the 
northern portion of the Whabouchi pegmatite showed more variation in crystal sizes. 
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Figure 3.10: Diagrammatic representation of the extent of the metasomatic halo and the 
location of the samples used for its determination 
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Figure 3.11: The metabasite samples of the Whabouchi property generally fall under the 
normal MORB (NMORB), enriched MORB (EMORB) or tholeiitic basalt (Th) fields. 
Diagram produced using IgPet software. (Adapted from Woulfe, 2013) 
 
width and separation (Ramberg, 1955; Fossen, 2010; Price and Cosgrove, 1990; Ekström, 
1975). During deformation a competent layer is broken up into boudins until a 
characteristic aspect ratio is reached (width/thickness) (Fossen, 2010; Price and 
Cosgrove, 1990), typically between 2-4 (Fossen, 2010; Goscombe et al., 2004).  
Most boudins (Figure 3.14a) and pinch-and-swell structures (Figure 3.14b) were 
observed within the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite; others were observed within 
metabasites. Width, thickness, separation gap and wavelength in pinch-and-swells (PS) 
were measured for several dykes. Some boudins were also mapped to examine the  
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The Whabouchi pegmatite contains both deformed pegmatitic dykes (on which 
measurements were taken) as well as aplitic areas. The dykes cut the aplite at an angle 
and are seen folding within aplitic portions. Some dykes have quench margins suggesting 
they were a subsequent pulse of the overall intrusion event after the emplacement of the 
aplite. As such, the deformed dykes indicate a level of ductile deformation occurring 
during emplacement of the Whabouchi spodumene pegmatite.  
Shortening/folding of smaller veinlets of the spodumene pegmatite perpendicular to the 
strike of the boudins/PS, was contemporaneous to the formation of boudins and PS 
structures. This strongly suggests a dextral sense of shear.  
3.4.3 Contact relationship between the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite and other 
lithologies 
In general, the Whabouchi pegmatite does not intrude the metabasites host rocks 
conformably but instead crosscuts it at varying angles. In some cases this contact is sharp 
and a quench margin is observed between the two lithologies (Figure 3.15). In most areas 
however, there is a drag produced in the metabasites host rocks by the pegmatite at their 
contact. This indicated the dominantly ductile nature of the pegmatite’s emplacement. 
Below the main body at its northeastern end, three dyke offshoots are named South Dyke 
1 through 3 with Dyke 1 being the closest to the main body. South Dyke 3 is unique in its 
contact with the host rocks. The dyke initially crosscuts the metabasite but then conforms 
to the foliation within the metabasites. Figure 3.16 shows the resulting appearance of the 
metabasites “wrapping” around the edge of the pegmatite dyke. 
 3.4.4 Deformation Features 
Boudins of offshoots from the Whabouchi spodumene-bearing pegmatite in the 
metabasites are common on the microscopic scale. PS structures are also present and tend 
to be folded (but conforming to the foliation within the metabasites minerals). Kink bands 
were only observed within the metabasite enclaves in the Whabouchi pegmatite, in areas 
where shearing had not completely obliterated other preceding deformation structures.  
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Figure 3:12a-b: Geochemical ratios showing fractionation trends in muscovite. Southwest 
pegmatite and aplitic section of Whabouchi consistently plot together. The central part of 
the pegmatite plots away from all other samples. This may be a part of a large secondary 
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Figure 3:12c-d: Geochemical ratios showing fractionation trends in muscovites. Southwest 
pegmatite and aplitic section of Whabouchi consistently plot together. The central part of the 
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The trend of the bands was parallel to the strike direction of the pegmatite as well as the 
axial plane of the folds within deformed veins/dykes.  
Overprinting relationships within the metabasites are interesting. In samples that were 
completely replaced by tremolite, the tremolite grains define a very weak a foliation. In 
other samples, secondary euhedral biotite (and secondary euhedral amphiboles) have 
replaced “primary” amphiboles and plagioclase, commonly occurring as open folds over 
the intensely aligned amphibole crystals.  
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Figure 3.13: Lineations in schistose orthogneiss (A) and typical appearance of 
transposition foliation in metabasites (B). (A) can be described as an L>S tectonite and 
(B) is an L and S tectonite. Both rocks are located within 500 m of the Whabouchi 
pegmatite  
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Figure 3.14: (top) Boudins of dykes within Whabouchi pegmatite and (bottom) quench 
margin around a pinch-and-swell dyke at the south end of the Whabouchi pegmatite 
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Figure 3.15: Variation of nature of contact between pegmatite and metabasites 
 
Figure 3.16: Conforming of the South 3 dyke with the foliation defined in metabasites 
instead of a crosscutting relationship 
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Chapter 4. Geochronology 
4.1 Geochronological Analysis 
Geochronology is a critical tool in developing a realistic model of the geologic history of 
an area. The analyses can determine absolute ages of rocks to develop a model describing 
the genetic and timing relationships between the rocks themselves as well as with major 
geological events and processes such as deformation and metamorphism. Age data in the 
area of the Whabouchi Li pegmatite is currently limited to non-existent. Aside from an 
age of 2577 + 13Ma for the spodumene pegmatite itself (Beland, 2011), no other ages are 
available for the mapped area. Three hypotheses exist for the origin of the Whabouchi 
pegmatite: (1) the spodumene-bearing pegmatite originated by fractionation with a north 
to south trend; (2) from a fractionation trend originating from the southwest moving 
northward, contemporaneous with a regional high strain shear-zone (RHSZ), and (3) as a 
result of anatexis. The purpose of geochronology in this study is to determine whether 
there is an age relationship between the Whabouchi spodumene pegmatite and other 
felsic intrusives close by. If the samples prove contemporaneous, they support a 
fractional crystallization origin of the Whabouchi pegmatite and identifies a possible 
source granite. Several samples of felsic intrusives within 10km proximity of the 
Whabouchi spodumene-bearing pegmatite were considered, including the pegmatite 
itself. Five of these samples were chosen for geochronology analysis (Figure 4.1). 
Descriptions and purposes of each sample are discussed within this chapter. 
 
4.2 Sample preparation 
All samples were prepared at the Jack Satterly Geochronology Laboratory at the 
University of Toronto. Samples were crushed and pulverized using a disc mill for 30 
seconds, 45 seconds, 60 seconds and 90 seconds to collect as many different size 
fractions as possible. Due to uncertainty in the size of the zircon grains, this method was 
use to maximize the amount of large unbroken zircons collected. After crushing and 
milling, samples are passed several times over the Wilfley table to concentrate the dense   













Figure 4.1:  Modified map of the Whabouchi property showing location of samples chosen for 
geochronology relative to the Whabouchi pegmatite 
Whabouchi	  lithium	  pegmatite	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and very dense fractions where zircons and other datable minerals collect. Samples were 
sifted through 70-mesh sieve and processed by the free fall method using a Franz 
isodynamo-magnetic separator at 0.35 amps (A) to separate out the magnetic minerals. 
The non-magnetic grains were then run through Initial Franz separation method 3 times: 
at 0.5A with an axial angle of 100 and 50 side angle; at 1.0A with 100 axial and 50 side 
angles; and finally at 1.7A with the same tilt angles. Methylene iodide heavy liquid 
separation was used to concentrate the datable grains from sample LB319, LB157 and 
LB266. A slight modification to the above method was used for Samples LB310 and 
LB299. These two samples were separated using bromoform heavy liquid immediately 
before Initial Frantz due to the large size of the samples. Individual grains of zircon 
and/or monazite were handpicked under a microscope, mounted in a 1-inch diameter 
resin puck (labeled M121219), and polished to expose the centre of the grains for SEM 
and LA-ICP-MS analysis (Figure 4.2). The resin puck was then coated in 30nm of gold. 
 
4.3 Sample Processing 
4.3.1 Sample Imaging 
The samples were examined using a JEOL-6610LV SEM operating at 20 kV and 8.3 nA, 
with an Oxford Instruments X-ray detector with an area of 20 mm2 and manufacturer-
provided software (Beland, 2011), to obtain backscatter electron (BSE), scanning 
electron (SE) and cathodoluminescence (CL) images. Only BSE and SE images were 
obtained for monazite grains on resin puck M121219. 
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Figure 4.2: Zircons and monazites set in resin puck (rows on left). Zircon standard (top 
right) and monazite standard (bottom right) 
  
4.3.2 Dating using the U-Pb system 
U-Pb ages were obtained from zircon by laser ablation inductively coupled plasma mass 
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS). The analytical system uses a Newwave UP-213 Nd-YAG 
laser operating at 213 nm coupled to a VG-PQExcell ICP-MS with He gas flushing the 
ablation cell. 
LA-ICP-MS was used to measure the following isotopes: 207Pb, 206Pb, 238U, and 232Th. At 
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datable grains for each sample were analyzed at 5Hz and 40% output for 25s followed by 
a 35s washout. Each target was preceded by a 4-line raster with 4μm spacing, at a rate of 
30μm/s to clean the surface of the grain before spot analysis. Analyses were done in 
groups of 3, bracketed by an analysis of a standard. In the case of the zircons, the 
standard was DD91-1 with a 207Pb /206Pb ratio of 0.1832 and known age of 2682Ma 
(Davis, 2002). Monazites were analysed against standard DD90-26m with a 207Pb /206Pb 
ratio of 0.1819 and a known age of 2671Ma (Davis, 1990). The results were plotted on 
concordia diagrams with uncertainties of 2σ using Isoplot 3 with a 95% confidence 
(Ludwig, 1998, 2003). The accepted ages were determined using the upper intercept of a 
line from the origin through a cluster of accepted concordant data. This line is the 
equivalent of the weighted average of the 207Pb/206Pb ages, which are more precise than 
U-Pb ages for Achaean rocks (Faure, 1977). 
4.4 Sample descriptions 
4.4.1 LB157: Pegmatite 
This is a biotite bearing pegmatite sample approximately 3km north of the spodumene 
bearing pegmatite, with a trend of ~300°. It is a simple biotite-garnet pegmatite, where 
the few dark red garnets (1-3mm) are inclusions within the biotite booklets. The 
pegmatite is dominantly white K-feldspar (85%), black elongated but thin biotite booklets 
(10%) up to 7cm in length and light-grey quartz (5%) varying from <1cm to 8cm. 
Garnets are only detected in trace amounts. If contemporaneous with the Whabouchi 
spodumene-bearing pegmatite, it could mark the beginning of a trend of increasing 
fractional crystallization to the south from biotite-bearing pegmatite through to muscovite 
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Figure 4.3: Concordant data from the zircons of sample LB157. 
Zircons from this sample were dominantly euhedral and prismatic zircons ranging in 
colour from almost clear to dark brown (Figure 4.2). Zircons showed evidence of cores 
under a transmitted light microscope, which were then observed clearly in BSE and CL 
images (Figure 4.4). A total of 24 zircons were dated from this sample. 207Pb /206Pb ratios 
gave a best age of 2819 + 12Ma (Figure 4.3). Although there was a cluster of most of the 
concordant data at this age, there was a smear of the data toward much younger ages. 
This implied that these zircons were recycled several times after initially forming.  
 






















Intercepts at  
0  +0/-0  Ma & 2819  +12/-13  Ma 
MSWD = 0.88 
data-point error ellipses are 2σ	
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Figure 4.5: Concordant data from the monazites of sample LB157 
Monazites were also dated from this sample, as they were abundant. A total of 12 
monazite grains were used ranging in size from ~250µm to 1000µm (Figure 4.2). The 
monazites are rounded to sub-angular and yellow to yellow-orange in colour with dark 
brown areas. Analyses of a total of 16 spot targets gave an age of 2621 + 9.5Ma from 
207Pb /206Pb ratios (Figure 4.5). The age obtained was very consistent. Comparing the ages 
from the zircons and monazites, we deduce that there was Pb loss from the zircons via 
metamorphism and reworking of the zircons. 
4.4.2 LB266: Pegmatitic granite 
Sample was collected from the felsic Mt. Chinuchi, approximately 4km northwest of the 
Whabouchi pegmatite. Pegmatites in the north of the property, like LB157, have a trend 
of ~300°, which directly leads to this large outcrop. The mountain shows significant 
evidence of partial melting with pegmatitic, felsic volcanic, granitic, tonalitic and dioritic 
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After sample preparation however, this sample did not yield any datable zircon nor 
monazite grains and thus did not produce any usable data. 
4.4.3 LB299: Pegmatite 
This pegmatite occurs approximately 1.5km southwest of the Whabouchi Li pegmatite 
(along strike, see Figure 4.1). It is a muscovite-garnet pegmatite with locally up to 1-5% 
biotite. The position of the pegmatite suggests a contemporaneous relationship to the 
Whabouchi Li pegmatite, where the latter intersected the regional high strain shear zone 
(RHSZ). 
 
Figure 4.6: Concordant data from the monazites of Sample LB299 
The sample yielded very few datable grains of monazite, which were angular, ~300µm in 
size with visible striations and micaceous inclusions. The monazites were yellowish to 
brown in colour and showed no zoning in either BSE or SEI imaging. Analyses 
determined an age of 2594 + 11Ma from 207Pb /206Pb ratio (Figure 4.6). This age is 
interpreted as the upper limit for the pegmatite intrusive event that was responsible for 
the generation of the Whabouchi spodumene-rich pegmatite, which was dated at 2577 + 
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4.4.4 LB319: Granite 
This granite is located west-southwest of the Li pegmatite, approximately 3km away. It is 
a biotite-bearing highly chloritized granite showing defined mineral lineations and in 
some areas, visible foliations. As the Whabouchi pegmatite is also highly deformed, this 
granite may be within the RHSZ that is believed to have a strong influence on the 
emplacement of the spodumene-bearing pegmatite. The rock is a nearly equigranular 
granodiorite that typifies most of the granite bodies west of the Whabouchi pegmatite.  
Separation techniques yielded an abundant population of dark brown prismatic to equant 
zircons that showed well-developed cores and zoning in BSE and CL images (Figure 
4.7). Analyses of both core and rims gave a consistent age of 2704 + 5.3Ma (Figure 4.8). 
A resulting probability plot of the data showed no inheritance within this sample, 
primarily from the unimodal nature of the plot. 
 
Figure 4.7: BSE and CL images of zircons from sample LB319 showing clearly formed 
cored and rims. Grains also show well-defined zoning.  
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Figure 4.8: Age resulting from analyses of zircon grains of sample LB319 
4.4.5 LB310: Granite 
Northeast of the spodumene-bearing pegmatite (2km along strike), are granites showing 
significant deformation of the form of mineral lineations and foliations. The purpose of 
dating this sample is to ascertain the possible flow direction of the magma/fluids that 
formed the rich spodumene-bearing pegmatite using the pattern of regional scale 
deformation overprints in the area. The sample is a fine-grained (< 1mm), white granite, 
with a significant amount of friable saccharoidal feldspar and very fine acicular-looking 
biotite. Among the 5 samples chosen for dating, LB310 was the most deformed.  
A total of 8 monazites were found and dated with at least 3 spot targets per grain. The 
grains range in size from ~100µm to 500µm and are pale yellow to dark orange. The 
larger grains obtained show a more subhedral shape to the rounded appearance of the 
smaller monazites. Backscatter images show abundant pits in the monazites, which may 
be a result of significant alteration/weathering. Two distinct ages were obtained from 
207Pb /206Pb ratios of 2649 + 10Ma and 2889 + 14Ma (Figure 4.9, Figure 4.10). This either 
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Figure 4.9: Age resulting from 14 spot analyses of monazite grains of sample LB310 
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Chapter 5: Interpretation and proposed model for the emplacement of the 
Whabouchi pegmatite 
 
5.1 Interpretation of Geochronological Data 
The wide distribution of ages highlights the complex geological history of this area. 
These ages also correspond to those established in previous geochronological work 
completed on rocks in the La Grande subprovince (e.g. Gauthier, 1982; Parent, 1998; 
Cadéron, 2003; Isnard and Gariépy, 2004).   
In both the Eastmain and La Grande belts of the La Grande subprovince, the felsic 
plutons record the largest proportion of recycled crust (Isnard and Gariépy, 2004). Two 
distinct tonalitic gneisses define this subprovince. The oldest suite of deformed tonalites 
(Eastmain suite) was dated at 2728 + 4 Ma; granodiorites from the Duxbury pluton 
formed at 2709 + 2 and 2701 + 8 Ma (Isnard and Gariépy, 2004). The latter age of the 
Duxbury pluton being synchronous with age of sample LB319 (2704 + 5.4 Ma) obtained 
from a granodioritic unit located 3 km west of the Whabouchi pegmatite.  
S-type mica bearing monzogranites, granites and pegmatites crosscut all rock units of the 
La Grande and Eastmain domains and represent undeformed, post-tectonic intrusions 
(Isnard and Gariépy, 2004). They were intruded between ca. 2.65 and 2.62 Ga (Isnard 
and Gariépy, 2004) and have been defined as the Vieux Comptoir suite. These post-
tectonic granites are particularly abundant near the boundary between the La Grande and 
the Eastmain domains as well as their eastern boundary with the Opinaca subprovince. 
Sample LB157 corresponds to a pegmatite of this suite with a secondary defined age of 
2621 + 9.5 Ma that formed as a result of partial melting of a previously emplaced felsic 
unit.  
Within the La Grande belt is the oldest dated tonalitic gneiss at 2881+2 Ma (Isnard and 
Gariépy, 2004). Sample LB310, and possibly LB157, may therefore represent a portion 
of this tonalitic gneiss that was thrusted southwards toward the boundary between the La 
Grande and Opinaca subprovinces (Isnard and Gariépy, 2004). 
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Sample LB299 provided an upper constraint for a pegmatite intrusion event between 
2577 and 2595 Ma which would have been responsible for the emplacement of the Li-
rich pegmatite. These ages overlap, within error, with the formation of the syn-tectonic 
monzogranitic Viau Suite – the last major intrusive event in the Superior Province – at 
2571 Ma (Cadéron, 2003).  
5.2 Model of intrusion of the Whabouchi pegmatite 
Whabouchi pegmatite body is situated within a subvertical high-strain zone striking 
approximately 060° (Figure 5.1). The high-strain zone is developed in upper greenschist 
to amphibolite facies metabasites. Shear-zone deformation is most pronounced within a 
central domain where the rocks have developed a gneissose/schistose type transposition 
foliation that is common in crustal shear zones (Williams and Jiang, 2005). Within 
immediate peripheral domains, the heterogeneity of the deformation is evident where the 
metabasites show turbulent deformation structures. With the folding and stretching of late 
perpendicular brittle dykes within the main body that crosscut the more ductile features, 
and the overall boudinaged character of the entire pegmatite body, the Whabouchi 
pegmatite was most likely emplaced syn-kinematically with the high-strain zone 
deformation. The stretching of small veinlets in one directed coupled with the 
boudinaging of pegmatite offshoots into the metabasites suggests that the shear zone had 
a dextral sense of shear (summarized in Figure 5.2). Significantly, the age of 
emplacement of the Whabouchi Li-pegmatite at 2577±13 Ma (Beland, 2011) lies within 
the time frame of Cadéron’s (2003) third ductile deformation event in the Opinaca 
Subprovince (2571 Ma – lower limit unconstrained). Deformation may have continued 
through some of the cooling history of the pegmatite resulting in deformation structures 
present in the metasomatic aureole.  
As a result of metamorphism and metasomatism occurring contemporaneously with each 
other, distinguishing the metamorphic mineral assemblages from metasomatic mineral 
assemblages was difficult. In general, the host rock metabasites are metamorphosed from 
a MORB and/or tholeiitic basalt protolith to upper-greenschist to amphibolite facies – 
identical to the findings of Valiquette (1975) and Hocq (1994). The typical metamorphic 
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mineral assemblage seen in these samples is: hornblende/actinolite + plagioclase ± quartz 
± epidote ± biotite ± ilmenite ± magnetite, while the metasomatic alteration mineral 
assemblage is actinolite + plagioclace + chlorite ± epidote-clinozoisite ± quartz ± biotite 
(Woulfe, 2013, unpublished).  
The Whabouchi Li-pegmatite was likely formed by fractionation from a peraluminous 
granite generated by anatexis under a compressional regime.  The similar chemical 
signatures between the Whabouchi pegmatite and the large southwest pegmatite (both 
with the same strike) indicate that these may have been from the same pegmatite 
intrusion event that occurred in pulses. The trace element data suggests that the 
Whabouchi pegmatite and southwest pegmatite may be offshoots of some southwestern 
deformed granitic body, indicated by the smooth fractionation trends, during the final 
metamorphic event outlined by Cadéron (2003). 
5.3 Comparison of the Whabouchi pegmatite with complex pegmatites  
5.3.1 Geochemical Comparison 
Several different classifications of metasomatism were identified at Tanco. At 
Whabouchi, only one was studied. It is worthwhile to note that tourmaline, a rather 
prevalent mineral at Tanco within the pegmatite and the host rocks (Morgan and London, 
2003) is virtually absent at Whabouchi (only identified in a sliver of biotite schist wedged 
between the metabasites host rocks and the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite). 
As albite-spodumene pegmatites such as Whabouchi are poorly zoned, a comprehensive 
comparison is difficult to achieve. However, both pegmatites show a general increase in 
Li with a decrease in the K/Rb ratios. In the case of the Whabouchi lithium pegmatite, 
this also represents a directional fractionation trend northward.  
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Figure 5.1: Stereographic depiction of transposition foliation and lineations across the Whabouchi 
property. Black circles represent poles depiction of transposition foliation and red triangles 










Figure 5.2: Summary depiction of structural elements in the Whabouchi pegmatite, indicating a 
dextral sense of shear (arrows show sense of shear). 
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5.3.2 Emplacement comparison with Tanco 
It has been established that the world-renowned Tanco pegmatite is a result of fractional 
crystallisation away from a source granite (Morgan and London, 1987). It has been 
suggested that the Tanco pegmatite is the result of a late emplacement of magmatic 
fluids. Tanco intruded along brittle fracture planes in its host gabbro. The model 
summarized by Kremer (2005) suggests that it is these fractures that were ultimately 
responsible for the enormous size of the Tanco pegmatite by way of dilation during 
ongoing deformation between 2640 – 2652 Ma. In this work, it is suggested that the 
Whabouchi pegmatite was emplaced within a shear zone during the late stages of 
regional deformation.  
5.4 Summary and implications for future exploration 
The rocks observed in and around the Whabouchi property reveal a rather complex 
deformation history. The relationships deduced between the Whabouchi pegmatite and its 
host rocks suggest that the Whabouchi pegmatite was emplaced close to the end of 
regional deformation and intruded along planes of weakness in an active shear zone. The 
emplacement characteristics of the Whabouchi pegmatite (albite-spodumene type 
pegmatite) compare favorably with those of highly fractionated and zoned complex-type 
pegmatites like the Tanco pegmatite (i.e. late stage emplacement and the presence of a 
shear zone in a greenstone belt). Geochemical analyses are inconclusive as to the extent 
of the similarities of the geochemistry (e.g. fractionation trends) between these two 
pegmatite types of the LCT family. 
The importance of structural analyses in the exploration for potentially economically 
viable pegmatites cannot be stressed enough. Localities where rock stresses indicate areas 
favorable for dilation should be considered more prospective areas. 
The rocks in and around the Whabouchi property do not rule out the fractional 
crystallisation origin of the Whabouchi pegmatite, neither do they support the view that 
the pegmatite is solely a result of anatexis. Further in-depth analyses of the rocks regional 
to the Whabouchi pegmatite (geochronology, geochemistry, fluid inclusion studies and 
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structural analysis) give a more comprehensive conclusion as to the true origin of the 
pegmatite, and the future of exploration for economically viable Li-bearing pegmatites in 
the region.  
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Appendix A1: Structural Data 	   Table	  1:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
442008,83	   5727477,91	   312,8	   048	  
441843,06	   5727143,85	   298,9	   196	  
440958,93	   5726832,44	   288,0	   030	  
440281,80	   5725487,94	   286,8	   010	  
440245,44	   5725487,62	   289,5	   042	  
440072,86	   5725637,91	   280,3	   025	  
440047,91	   5725663,43	   280,8	   348	  
440063,90	   5725702,50	   275,8	   330	  
440048,95	   5725707,86	   268,8	   355	  
441375,61	   5726139,55	   319,0	   055	  
441356,88	   5726141,09	   319,5	   062	  
441322,64	   5726155,39	   320,7	   055	  
441170,47	   5726048,75	   317,8	   059	  
441306,61	   5726106,85	   326,0	   064	  
441288,32	   5726121,72	   325,3	   047	  
441200,58	   5726035,92	   312,3	   057	  
441156,74	   5725997,75	   311,6	   084	  
441137,11	   5725975,12	   314,5	   064	  
441026,98	   5725915,34	   308,9	   060	  
440831,87	   5725871,42	   307,3	   010	  
440833,18	   5725861,99	   308,0	   041	  
440896,21	   5725723,31	   298,6	   076	  
440929,00	   5725650,49	   285,6	   052	  
440898,41	   5725612,97	   284,7	   052	  
440821,00	   5725580,21	   280,6	   030	  
440730,67	   5725531,33	   282,8	   055	  
440111,93	   5724681,35	   283,2	   051	  
440165,26	   5724733,40	   286,1	   058	  
440174,25	   5724740,79	   282,3	   055	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Table	  1	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
440022,61	   5724615,95	   278,4	   030	  
441415,62	   5726137,81	   321,7	   062	  
440928,60	   5725887,60	   304,1	   075	  
440889,12	   5725860,04	   302,9	   035	  
440863,46	   5725843,49	   302,2	   060	  
440858,59	   5725819,68	   300,5	   053	  
440863,28	   5725813,66	   298,1	   048	  
440897,85	   5725723,85	   295,0	   076	  
440765,20	   5725680,06	   291,9	   058	  
443197,11	   5727526,34	   290,4	   280	  
442556,24	   5727117,29	   280,8	   035	  
442515,26	   5727072,22	   284,2	   053	  
442760,32	   5727342,47	   293,1	   090	  
442785,34	   5727343,60	   289,7	   310	  
442825,51	   5727510,87	   290,7	   047	  
442898,49	   5727563,57	   292,1	   056	  
442547,72	   5727520,84	   292,4	   119	  
442525,50	   5727516,29	   293,1	   030	  
442282,66	   5728735,88	   300,8	   020	  
442328,35	   5728738,70	   300,3	   035	  
442388,93	   5728758,98	   302,0	   000	  
442371,35	   5728848,97	   302,0	   040	  
442369,83	   5728848,98	   300,5	   021	  
442294,74	   5729016,61	   313,0	   030	  
442303,55	   5729046,34	   311,8	   026	  
442319,80	   5729068,88	   312,8	   035	  
442326,62	   5729092,79	   315,2	   027	  
442285,56	   5729052,50	   318,1	   027	  
442280,26	   5729017,41	   314,5	   035	  
442130,22	   5729184,56	   335,9	   020	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Table	  1	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
441583,41	   5727989,09	   294,0	   020	  
441705,40	   5727444,48	   309,9	   035	  
441605,47	   5726241,91	   303,9	   023	  
441764,63	   5726423,28	   314,7	   044	  
442273,36	   5726542,45	   283,2	   040	  
442284,23	   5726558,50	   281,8	   065	  
442052,23	   5726758,74	   288,3	   057	  
440617,48	   5726237,03	   287,3	   093	  
440613,71	   5726232,52	   288,3	   150	  
440578,90	   5726167,99	   286,1	   132	  
440598,54	   5726180,30	   284,0	   135	  
440257,29	   5726610,92	   281,8	   330	  
440096,14	   5726528,09	   291,9	   050	  
439414,71	   5725378,81	   261,6	   080	  
441327,39	   5726086,84	   322,4	   060	  
441387,58	   5726112,31	   317,4	   064	  
441407,69	   5726117,12	   319,0	   062	  
441457,95	   5726132,54	   302,0	   071	  
441439,94	   5726117,87	   304,9	   067	  
441428,60	   5726099,36	   305,6	   080	  
441412,17	   5726098,56	   308,2	   060	  
441402,35	   5726092,18	   308,0	   067	  
441381,75	   5726069,00	   313,5	   070	  
441394,63	   5726070,67	   313,3	   066	  
441347,94	   5726052,29	   320,0	   057	  
441354,50	   5726059,24	   315,2	   053	  
441374,56	   5726064,57	   318,6	   060	  
441401,20	   5726088,38	   317,8	   070	  
441479,25	   5726082,91	   307,3	   074	  
441485,26	   5726084,47	   301,7	   097	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Table	  1	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
441467,91	   5726101,45	   302,9	   086	  
441478,90	   5726103,79	   302,2	   055	  
441461,69	   5726102,63	   303,2	   074	  
441440,79	   5726114,41	   311,1	   063	  
441383,21	   5726156,92	   325,8	   057	  
441374,95	   5726156,20	   323,4	   055	  
441369,54	   5726149,62	   324,1	   050	  
441374,51	   5726140,40	   323,8	   057	  
441364,79	   5726138,50	   323,6	   061	  
441354,74	   5726142,49	   324,3	   055	  
441348,48	   5726140,91	   324,3	   068	  
441345,95	   5726135,11	   324,1	   065	  
441336,46	   5726123,01	   324,6	   055	  
441333,30	   5726126,26	   324,6	   042	  
441333,81	   5726130,56	   323,8	   073	  
441339,58	   5726139,57	   322,6	   065	  
441336,41	   5726142,91	   322,9	   060	  
441307,99	   5726101,07	   324,3	   083	  
441303,86	   5726106,75	   325,0	   080	  
441308,80	   5726107,45	   325,0	   071	  
441266,91	   5726082,92	   325,0	   082	  
441225,23	   5726052,35	   311,8	   067	  
441198,80	   5726036,48	   314,7	   057	  
441194,39	   5726029,23	   310,9	   065	  
441187,85	   5726027,47	   309,4	   071	  
441184,60	   5726015,04	   306,8	   057	  
441140,69	   5725974,72	   310,9	   057	  
441115,65	   5725955,83	   315,7	   084	  
441113,14	   5725960,80	   317,4	   073	  
441092,77	   5725947,54	   313,0	   055	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Table	  1	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
441092,28	   5725944,40	   312,1	   051	  
441086,67	   5725932,89	   309,7	   051	  
441075,92	   5725934,30	   309,9	   052	  
441057,68	   5725928,09	   313,8	   054	  
441050,11	   5725929,41	   312,6	   053	  
441034,16	   5725908,76	   313,5	   063	  
441031,47	   5725910,30	   314,5	   060	  
441020,66	   5725910,95	   313,3	   057	  
441021,75	   5725893,42	   313,0	   056	  
441336,91	   5726164,47	   319,5	   065	  
441325,87	   5726154,43	   320,0	   060	  
441328,28	   5726140,48	   319,5	   061	  
441311,13	   5726138,50	   318,3	   064	  
441308,31	   5726148,42	   319,5	   057	  
441308,24	   5726133,09	   318,1	   060	  
441298,90	   5726138,65	   316,4	   054	  
441265,77	   5726123,17	   323,6	   052	  
441164,34	   5726034,92	   312,3	   070	  
441092,57	   5726033,98	   314,7	   061	  
441086,31	   5726040,97	   311,8	   068	  
441024,61	   5725961,62	   306,5	   051	  
440954,91	   5725920,69	   312,8	   061	  
440973,66	   5725914,69	   311,6	   073	  
440925,41	   5725889,36	   311,1	   050	  
440887,09	   5725862,47	   311,1	   033	  
440851,79	   5725857,73	   308,5	   060	  
440831,27	   5725871,72	   313,8	   048	  
440849,91	   5725838,12	   313,3	   050	  
440856,69	   5725825,91	   311,6	   048	  
440858,48	   5725811,30	   308,5	   053	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Table	  1	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  trend	  measurements	  with	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Trend	  
440822,98	   5725799,77	   309,2	   059	  
440820,43	   5725806,99	   309,9	   058	  
440809,84	   5725820,93	   313,0	   045	  
440766,75	   5725808,46	   310,1	   053	  
440748,61	   5725787,87	   307,7	   051	  
440759,86	   5725776,35	   308,2	   040	  
440771,78	   5725762,10	   306,8	   036	  
440693,73	   5725735,36	   304,9	   056	  
440539,73	   5725749,17	   294,0	   143	  
440452,77	   5725738,08	   301,7	   010	  
440545,55	   5725617,19	   289,0	   035	  
441001,61	   5725861,44	   305,6	   063	  
440990,97	   5725841,65	   303,7	   053	  
440986,18	   5725830,50	   307,7	   055	  
440841,73	   5725651,69	   292,1	   055	  
440845,29	   5725668,99	   292,8	   055	  
440883,58	   5725679,60	   295,2	   063	  
440830,45	   5725667,39	   288,0	   070	  
440671,41	   5725626,63	   284,0	   067	  
441455,24	   5726605,25	   284,9	   050	  
441061,20	   5726739,57	   286,1	   045	  
441064,29	   5726793,11	   287,8	   070	  
441015,06	   5726821,59	   294,8	   050	  
441014,54	   5726790,42	   290,7	   330	  
441049.88	   5726973.95	   292.6	   037	  
440983.21	   5726976.22	   299.1	   010	  
440945.72	   5726960.66	   295.0	   010	  
440915.79	   5726693.67	   297.2	   342	  
440916.39	   5727008.15	   295.0	   310	  
441029.49	   5727010.16	   294.5	   045	  
441067.59	   5727004.57	   291.1	   052	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Table	  2:	  Listing	  of	  Strike	  and	  Dip	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Strike	   Dip	  
458082,06	   5721927,98	   326,5	   247	   64	  
458070,29	   5723453,47	   342,1	   243	   75	  
457946,68	   5724104,78	   361,1	   080	   90	  
454192,99	   5724964,94	   344,0	   255	   61	  
452958,34	   5725771,09	   299,3	   263	   80	  
443468,08	   5726577,08	   286,8	   065	   65	  
440312,75	   5725566,17	   289,5	   012	   85	  
440310,52	   5725550,06	   290,7	   015	   90*	  
440060,71	   5725686,72	   279,6	   045	   83	  
441381,10	   5726159,83	   317,8	   022	   90	  
441382,22	   5726164,27	   318,6	   057	   57	  
441371,44	   5726146,10	   319,3	   045	   73	  
441369,33	   5726148,14	   318,6	   052	   90	  
441360,97	   5726142,96	   318,3	   053	   90	  
441346,90	   5726141,31	   319,8	   072	   80	  
441340,36	   5726138,50	   317,1	   063	   89	  
441335,79	   5726136,52	   319,5	   060	   85	  
441336,01	   5726142,03	   321,2	   058	   80	  
441325,06	   5726146,33	   320,0	   059	   82	  
441288,44	   5726136,90	   321,2	   230	   85	  
441318,28	   5726140,66	   318,8	   060	   60	  
441294,71	   5726125,09	   318,6	   053	   61	  
441235,76	   5726107,28	   319,3	   051	   87	  
441241,30	   5726100,98	   316,2	   052	   65	  
441233,86	   5726097,41	   316,2	   060	   80	  
441222,57	   5726091,88	   320,2	   095	   82	  
441301,04	   5726104,06	   323,1	   063	   85	  
441261,76	   5726081,40	   323,6	   061	   74	  
441259,97	   5726079,10	   324,1	   070	   86	  
441253,23	   5726074,20	   321,0	   075	   72	  
441229,36	   5726055,30	   316,4	   075	   83	  
441214,26	   5726044,36	   313,5	   055	   85	  
441191,35	   5726027,86	   311,8	   075	   81	  
441190,18	   5726024,37	   312,1	   061	   86	  
441187,92	   5726025,77	   313,0	   056	   88	  
441181,75	   5726021,60	   315,7	   052	   76	  
441181,58	   5726014,41	   315,4	   064	   89	  
441175,17	   5726019,11	   315,4	   071	   90	  
441172,44	   5726009,62	   312,8	   056	   89	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Table	  2	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Strike	  and	  Dip	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Strike	   Dip	  
441155,78	   5725998,47	   312,8	   085	   86	  
441152,98	   5725982,80	   314,7	   059	   88	  
441144,20	   5725981,64	   314,2	   055	   86	  
441129,21	   5725980,19	   314,5	   052	   80	  
441123,70	   5725974,74	   315,0	   065	   75	  
441122,57	   5725972,07	   315,2	   061	   74	  
441120,43	   5725972,46	   319,0	   054	   76	  
441117,33	   5725966,09	   313,8	   061	   82	  
441110,50	   5725959,34	   309,7	   063	   86	  
441103,89	   5725957,56	   308,9	   057	   87	  
441096,00	   5725953,15	   309,7	   067	   81	  
441106,02	   5725953,99	   307,7	   070	   68	  
441095,79	   5725938,10	   301,5	   040	   81	  
441089,42	   5725942,92	   306,5	   045	   88	  
441087,33	   5725939,91	   310,1	   054	   88	  
441078,87	   5725935,89	   310,4	   059	   90	  
441089,81	   5725936,84	   308,2	   054	   90	  
441055,49	   5725924,84	   306,1	   049	   80	  
441052,57	   5725920,55	   303,4	   056	   80	  
441042,63	   5725913,49	   302,2	   063	   80	  
441035,56	   5725909,76	   301,3	   062	   89	  
441036,16	   5725904,16	   309,2	   055	   82	  
441025,82	   5725893,40	   307,7	   055	   86	  
440995,72	   5725863,69	   308,0	   031	   80	  
440998,03	   5725851,30	   305,3	   065	   72	  
440986,44	   5725835,67	   306,5	   054	   66	  
440867,90	   5725807,94	   308,0	   065	   81	  
440402,25	   5724876,44	   277,7	   210	   71	  
440401,38	   5724869,17	   276,5	   225	   84	  
440372,01	   5724856,69	   278,4	   205	   84	  
440327,75	   5724850,04	   281,8	   230	   86	  
440170,65	   5724718,90	   284,4	   057	   81	  
440156,82	   5724707,85	   283,7	   054	   81	  
440139,42	   5724704,52	   284,0	   049	   87	  
440189,95	   5724761,20	   284,2	   230	   85	  
440025,73	   5724588,93	   278,7	   056	   81	  
440001,19	   5724580,08	   275,3	   225	   87	  
440005,27	   5724565,55	   276,0	   225	   90	  
440267,86	   5725142,76	   281,1	   030	   84	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Table	  2	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Strike	  and	  Dip	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Strike	   Dip	  
440689,34	   5725601,01	   284,0	   045	   79	  
442380,90	   5727313,23	   297,7	   215	   86	  
442362,42	   5727324,72	   295,5	   200	   75	  
442679,80	   5727351,50	   289,7	   075	   032	  
442717,36	   5727332,24	   289,0	   092	   41	  
442750,43	   5727500,65	   292,6	   110	   35	  
442161,20	   5727236,61	   304,4	   052	   61	  
441937,36	   5728188,98	   303,9	   190	   43	  
442304,00	   5728730,36	   301,5	   115	   80	  
442275,44	   5729061,11	   318,8	   042	   86	  
441600,64	   5726244,29	   307,3	   245	   84	  
441716,31	   5726387,25	   314,7	   126	   75	  
442157,11	   5726554,13	   284,9	   030	   86	  
440107,99	   5726454,44	   290,7	   012	   56	  
441353,26	   5726093,99	   324,8	   075	   80	  
441360,45	   5726097,08	   323,8	   075	   76	  
441376,66	   5726103,22	   321,2	   060	   79	  
441420,71	   5726128,75	   313,3	   076	   71	  
441439,01	   5726133,82	   311,6	   074	   73	  
441449,18	   5726136,47	   313,3	   064	   61	  
441389,20	   5726086,77	   317,4	   067	   70	  
441337,93	   5726052,76	   316,6	   055	   85	  
441365,36	   5726062,65	   316,2	   255	   74	  
441382,31	   5726079,71	   317,8	   224	   86	  
441419,73	   5726095,91	   316,2	   067	   75	  
441449,03	   5726096,58	   312,1	   061	   77	  
441470,20	   5726082,10	   304,9	   073	   87	  
441482,91	   5726087,17	   302,2	   071	   71	  
441485,54	   5726085,52	   302,2	   090	   56	  
441362,34	   5726146,85	   324,6	   052	   86	  
441346,51	   5726140,11	   323,6	   065	   85	  
441258,82	   5726080,07	   327,7	   070	   73	  
441278,56	   5726081,51	   324,8	   076	   83	  
441250,30	   5726073,37	   322,9	   072	   76	  
441247,85	   5726070,83	   320,2	   084	   72	  
441229,64	   5726057,24	   313,8	   072	   75	  
441222,65	   5726051,66	   313,5	   062	   86	  
441218,91	   5726052,33	   313,3	   062	   89	  
441212,58	   5726044,74	   312,3	   062	   87	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Table	  2	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Strike	  and	  Dip	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Strike	   Dip	  
441183,72	   5726024,99	   306,5	   240	   88	  
441185,62	   5726015,72	   306,5	   055	   80	  
441182,46	   5726015,75	   306,3	   065	   84	  
441174,10	   5726014,69	   304,4	   062	   87	  
441174,62	   5726007,45	   304,9	   064	   84	  
441156,27	   5725998,08	   305,3	   072	   75	  
441155,89	   5725982,68	   302,2	   069	   79	  
441136,79	   5725979,66	   306,3	   064	   71	  
441146,13	   5725988,41	   309,4	   050	   59	  
441142,62	   5725985,02	   313,3	   055	   83	  
441133,81	   5725970,89	   308,9	   071	   79	  
441127,80	   5725976,44	   318,6	   072	   80	  
441118,68	   5725962,19	   315,9	   064	   90	  
441108,71	   5725959,56	   320,0	   062	   90	  
441102,38	   5725955,70	   314,2	   060	   65	  
441098,01	   5725950,61	   314,0	   067	   85	  
441087,60	   5725940,53	   313,0	   054	   83	  
441093,21	   5725941,10	   309,9	   042	   82	  
441080,96	   5725935,80	   310,1	   236	   82	  
441077,70	   5725934,80	   309,4	   061	   90	  
441047,15	   5725936,24	   314,0	   248	   86	  
441047,08	   5725921,33	   310,4	   054	   80	  
441041,22	   5725918,49	   311,8	   061	   84	  
441040,77	   5725916,09	   311,6	   063	   77	  
441038,96	   5725910,91	   312,6	   068	   86	  
441033,82	   5725905,01	   311,4	   058	   86	  
441022,19	   5725896,08	   313,3	   052	   78	  
441233,80	   5726105,46	   317,1	   041	   89	  
441205,09	   5726082,99	   318,3	   065	   90	  
441157,65	   5726047,29	   315,0	   050	   86	  
441161,93	   5726038,46	   312,8	   065	   81	  
441074,81	   5726030,44	   311,8	   019	   90	  
440893,30	   5725850,30	   313,0	   050	   88	  
440899,05	   5725842,85	   310,4	   037	   85	  
440886,72	   5725848,65	   310,1	   055	   87	  
440859,98	   5725844,82	   312,1	   064	   77	  
440860,62	   5725818,97	   310,1	   050	   87	  
440866,31	   5725810,77	   308,0	   067	   76	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Table	  2	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Strike	  and	  Dip	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Strike	   Dip	  
440621,67	   5725576,22	   279,6	   050	   88	  
440998,11	   5725852,79	   310,9	   045	   76	  
440991,39	   5725847,71	   307,5	   048	   74	  
440993,28	   5725845,98	   301,5	   050	   76	  
440987,53	   5725836,65	   304,9	   054	   73	  
440982,12	   5725829,19	   304,9	   055	   75	  
440853,08	   5725650,71	   291,9	   055	   78	  
440855,41	   5725675,93	   293,8	   245	   81	  
440722,73	   5725651,91	   285,2	   045	   71	  
440663,05	   5725618,65	   283,5	   056	   65	  
441005,11	   5725860,08	   309,4	   044	   61	  
441093,42	   5726756,92	   283,2	   049	   80	  
440999,12	   5726798,60	   282,8	   061	   79	  
440945,04	   5726844,76	   290,7	   100	   55	  
441050.53	   5726974.95	   292.8	   205	   88	  
440974.79	   5727028.11	   296.4	   115	   59	  
440989.96	   5727025.35	   296.2	   056	   67	  
441045.22	   5727005.69	   291.4	   095	   48	  
441096.24	   5726988.91	   289.5	   025	   89	  
441103.36	   5727026.40	   299.1	   070	   64	  
441092.50	   5727023.93	   300.3	   080	   55	  
441096.92	   5726996.69	   300.5	   049	   50	  
441192,54	   5726033,40	   312,1	   051	   87	  
441190,31	   5726023,45	   308,9	   242	   86	  
440666,27	   5725596,78	   283,2	   050	   84	  
440780,62	   5725798,95	   310,1	   240	   86	  
440797,06	   5725733,61	   306,3	   225	   71	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Table	  3:	  Listing	  of	  Plunge	  and	  plunge	  direction	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Plunge	   Plunge	  Direction	  
442209,94	   5727436,91	   307,5	   44	   215	  
458070,29	   5723453,47	   342,1	   00	   064	  
454192,99	   5724964,94	   344,0	   16	   076	  
452958,34	   5725771,09	   299,3	   05	   261	  
443468,08	   5726577,08	   286,8	   68	   219	  
440312,75	   5725566,17	   289,5	   25	   193	  
440060,71	   5725686,72	   279,6	   83	   215	  
440145,54	   5725818,73	   276,0	   81	   195	  
441360,97	   5726142,96	   318,3	   78	   227	  
441335,79	   5726136,52	   319,5	   79	   235	  
441325,06	   5726146,33	   320,0	   88	   185	  
441288,44	   5726136,90	   321,2	   70	   235	  
441318,28	   5726140,66	   318,8	   82	   183	  
441250,15	   5726109,05	   322,2	   87	   190	  
441235,76	   5726107,28	   319,3	   76	   190	  
441241,30	   5726100,98	   316,2	   66	   202	  
441233,86	   5726097,41	   316,2	   69	   204	  
441222,57	   5726091,88	   320,2	   89	   205	  
441306,61	   5726106,85	   326,0	   88	   165	  
441261,76	   5726081,40	   323,6	   72	   162	  
441259,97	   5726079,10	   324,1	   79	   189	  
441229,36	   5726055,30	   316,4	   84	   210	  
441227,76	   5726054,82	   313,0	   88	   187	  
441225,41	   5726053,50	   312,1	   81	   225	  
441220,74	   5726052,41	   312,8	   78	   210	  
441214,26	   5726044,36	   313,5	   77	   200	  
441208,34	   5726041,66	   312,8	   89	   217	  
441175,17	   5726019,11	   315,4	   70	   198	  
441142,29	   5725985,40	   312,3	   75	   195	  
441144,20	   5725981,64	   314,2	   79	   182	  
441129,21	   5725980,19	   314,5	   77	   208	  
441123,70	   5725974,74	   315,0	   72	   217	  
441122,57	   5725972,07	   315,2	   76	   209	  
441120,43	   5725972,46	   319,0	   77	   185	  
441117,33	   5725966,09	   313,8	   63	   231	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Table	  3	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Plunge	  and	  plunge	  direction	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Plunge	  
Plunge	  
Direction	  
441096,00	   5725953,15	   309,7	   70	   235	  
441106,02	   5725953,99	   307,7	   60	   216	  
441095,79	   5725938,10	   301,5	   90	   206	  
441087,33	   5725939,91	   310,1	   069	   210	  
441078,87	   5725935,89	   310,4	   71	   236	  
441042,63	   5725913,49	   302,2	   88	   215	  
441035,56	   5725909,76	   301,3	   67	   240	  
441025,82	   5725893,40	   307,7	   79	   186	  
440989,12	   5725841,59	   305,6	   88	   174	  
440983,07	   5725832,08	   305,8	   68	   191	  
440867,90	   5725807,94	   308,0	   85	   202	  
440401,38	   5724869,17	   276,5	   82	   240	  
440372,01	   5724856,69	   278,4	   69	   222	  
440139,42	   5724704,52	   284,0	   70	   205	  
440267,86	   5725142,76	   281,1	   51	   227	  
440689,34	   5725601,01	   284,0	   60	   225	  
442380,90	   5727313,23	   297,7	   68	   190	  
443113,16	   5727548,59	   287,1	   79	   202	  
442488,40	   5727316,86	   284,0	   61	   212	  
442608,53	   5727397,55	   290,2	   75	   202	  
442460,56	   5727185,00	   287,1	   89	   204	  
442549,33	   5727111,14	   281,1	   86	   197	  
442575,75	   5727117,90	   279,9	   80	   212	  
442616,61	   5727285,38	   285,4	   90	   200	  
442679,80	   5727351,50	   289,7	   75	   205	  
442707,66	   5727340,15	   289,5	   76	   217	  
442717,36	   5727332,24	   289,0	   89	   219	  
442767,71	   5727339,35	   288,5	   60	   216	  
442808,85	   5727347,10	   287,8	   59	   212	  
442750,43	   5727500,65	   292,6	   85	   214	  
442875,39	   5727546,66	   294,3	   55	   219	  
442892,45	   5727580,14	   292,1	   87	   234	  
442844,16	   5727581,74	   296,4	   75	   205	  
442807,91	   5727570,92	   293,1	   89	   230	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Table	  3	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Plunge	  and	  plunge	  direction	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Plunge	  
Plunge	  
Direction	  
442811,02	   5727591,88	   293,8	   73	   212	  
442742,95	   5727566,28	   292,8	   70	   211	  
442547,72	   5727520,84	   292,4	   82	   205	  
442544,72	   5727540,97	   291,9	   80	   236	  
442161,20	   5727236,61	   304,4	   75	   225	  
441937,36	   5728188,98	   303,9	   45	   200	  
441720,72	   5727436,63	   309,7	   86	   205	  
441598,36	   5726245,54	   305,8	   85	   165	  
442157,11	   5726554,13	   284,9	   80	   192	  
442284,23	   5726558,50	   281,8	   81	   250	  
441263,58	   5726683,25	   288,0	   84	   205	  
441275,70	   5726693,58	   288,0	   87	   210	  
441206,92	   5726689,36	   284,2	   61	   202	  
440826,73	   5726346,66	   286,8	   62	   206	  
440783,20	   5726269,87	   285,6	   87	   210	  
440107,99	   5726454,44	   290,7	   44	   175	  
439378,35	   5725412,14	   259,0	   30	   195	  
441353,26	   5726093,99	   324,8	   85	   210	  
441360,45	   5726097,08	   323,8	   81	   218	  
441416,04	   5726124,11	   316,2	   69	   199	  
441420,71	   5726128,75	   313,3	   71	   227	  
441439,01	   5726133,82	   311,6	   74	   224	  
441337,93	   5726052,76	   316,6	   61	   227	  
441449,03	   5726096,58	   312,1	   66	   215	  
441485,54	   5726085,52	   302,2	   90	   190	  
441258,82	   5726080,07	   327,7	   64	   224	  
441278,56	   5726081,51	   324,8	   60	   241	  
441174,62	   5726007,45	   304,9	   74	   244	  
441136,79	   5725979,66	   306,3	   72	   212	  
441127,80	   5725976,44	   318,6	   64	   240	  
441118,68	   5725962,19	   315,9	   67	   235	  
441098,01	   5725950,61	   314,0	   66	   237	  
441038,96	   5725910,91	   312,6	   74	   241	  
441022,19	   5725896,08	   313,3	   62	   220	  
440886,72	   5725848,65	   310,1	   65	   229	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Table	  3	  continued:	  Listing	  of	  Plunge	  and	  plunge	  direction	  measurements	  with	  their	  GPS	  coordinates	  
Easting	   Northing	   Alt(m)	   Plunge	   Plunge	  Direction	  
441002,66	   5725861,88	   307,0	   90	   171	  
440987,53	   5725836,65	   304,9	   67	   205	  
441005,11	   5725860,08	   309,4	   80	   163	  
441336,94	   5726670,45	   279,4	   90	   205	  
441166,71	   5726728,45	   290,9	   74	   201	  
441155,42	   5726714,99	   290,9	   76	   205	  
441123,79	   5726775,48	   288,3	   75	   201	  
441093,42	   5726756,92	   283,2	   70	   200	  
441064,29	   5726793,11	   287,8	   75	   198	  
441021,02	   5726852,70	   295,5	   66	   195	  
440999,12	   5726798,60	   282,8	   74	   208	  
440950,44	   5726836,06	   290,4	   56	   204	  
440945,04	   5726844,76	   290,7	   75	   195	  
440954,98	   5726845,67	   289,5	   77	   215	  
440992.76	   5726974.38	   296.2	   88	   197	  
440945.72	   5726960.66	   295.0	   62	   220	  
440974.79	   5727028.11	   296.4	   89	   197	  
441045.22	   5727005.69	   291.4	   84	   208	  
441103.36	   5727026.40	   299.1	   88	   204	  



































1	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
	  	   1	   -­‐-­‐	   1.08	   0.33	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.27	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   -­‐-­‐	   	  	  
2	   1	   048	   0.045	   0.04	   0.04	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.13	  
	  	   2	   048	   0.1	   0.025	   0.1	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   4.00	  
	  	   3	   048	   0.16	   0.05	   0.05	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.20	  
	  	   4	   048	   0.09	   0.045	   0.42	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.00	  
	  	   5	   048	   0.07	   0.05	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.40	  
	  	   6	   048	   0.05	   0.04	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.25	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
3	   1	   025	   0.54	   0.045	   0.01	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   12.00	  
	  	   2	   025	   0.13	   0.045	   0.04	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.89	  
	  	   3	   025	   0.33	   0.05	   0.07	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   6.60	  
	  	   4	   025	   0.28	   0.14	   0.2	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.00	  
	  	   5	   025	   0.4	   0.09	   0.11	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   4.44	  
	  	   6	   025	   0.03	   0.03	   0.01	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.00	  
	  	   7	   025	   0.53	   0.09	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   5.89	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
4	   1	   060	   0.29	   0.1	   0.02	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.90	  
	  	   2	   060	   0.27	   0.09	   0.05	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.00	  
	  	   3	   060	   0.15	   0.07	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.14	  



































5	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   005	   -­‐-­‐	   0.07	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   027	   -­‐-­‐	   0.16	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   048	   -­‐-­‐	   0.25	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   303	   -­‐-­‐	   0.36	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   330	   -­‐-­‐	   0.74	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.60	   -­‐-­‐	   358	   -­‐-­‐	   1.40	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   8.13	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   010	   -­‐-­‐	   0.16	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   325	   -­‐-­‐	   0.22	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   300	   -­‐-­‐	   0.54	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   259	   -­‐-­‐	   0.55	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   015	   -­‐-­‐	   0.79	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   019	   -­‐-­‐	   0.83	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   020	   -­‐-­‐	   0.85	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.36	   -­‐-­‐	   344	   -­‐-­‐	   0.93	   050	   055	   9.56	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   315	   6	   0.26	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   315	   2	   0.33	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   335	   1	   0.64	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   337	   5	   0.77	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   340	   5	   0.90	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   328	   2.5	   0.98	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   343	   2.5	   1.15	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.38	   -­‐-­‐	   358	   1.5	   1.21	   042	   039	   9.42	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.40	   -­‐-­‐	   183	   1	   0.01	   056	   062	   9.29	  


































5	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.40	   -­‐-­‐	   050	   6	   1.00	   056	   062	   9.29	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.40	   -­‐-­‐	   359	   8.5	   1.10	   056	   062	   9.29	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.40	   -­‐-­‐	   284	   2.5	   1.26	   056	   062	   9.29	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   340	   3	   0.11	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   321	   2	   0.18	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   080	   3	   0.26	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   003	   3.5	   0.56	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   317	   4.5	   0.71	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   343	   13	   1.40	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   283	   2.5	   1.13	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.55	   -­‐-­‐	   031	   1.5	   0.92	   058	   050	   8.39	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   300	   8	   0.13	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   339	   1	   0.34	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   285	   1	   0.59	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   333	   10	   1.16	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   022	   4	   0.86	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.70	   -­‐-­‐	   290	   0.5	   1.63	   058	   070	   7.65	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.62	   -­‐-­‐	   143	   4	   0.00	   053	   080	   8.02	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.62	   -­‐-­‐	   180	   2.5	   0.25	   053	   080	   8.02	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.62	   -­‐-­‐	   170	   3	   0.29	   053	   080	   8.02	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.62	   -­‐-­‐	   025	   6	   0.68	   053	   080	   8.02	  
	  	   1	   058	   13.00	   1.62	   -­‐-­‐	   080	   3	   1.22	   053	   080	   8.02	  

































6	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.21	   -­‐-­‐	   332	   3	   0.02	   090	   072	   4.76	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.21	   -­‐-­‐	   080	   0.5	   0.1	   090	   072	   4.76	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.21	   -­‐-­‐	   310	   1	   0.18	   090	   072	   4.76	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.36	   -­‐-­‐	   014	   1	   0.01	   095	   065	   2.78	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.36	   -­‐-­‐	   043	   2.5	   0.1	   095	   065	   2.78	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.36	   -­‐-­‐	   063	   3	   0.24	   095	   065	   2.78	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.31	   -­‐-­‐	   348	   2	   0.02	   048	   070	   3.23	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.31	   -­‐-­‐	   078	   1	   0.08	   048	   070	   3.23	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.31	   -­‐-­‐	   058	   2	   0.12	   048	   070	   3.23	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.31	   -­‐-­‐	   349	   1	   0.29	   048	   070	   3.23	  
	  	   1	   070	   1.00	   0.31	   -­‐-­‐	   270	   2	   0.25	   048	   070	   3.23	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.49	   -­‐-­‐	   327	   1	   0.08	   -­‐-­‐	   052	   4.95	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.40	   -­‐-­‐	   308	   1	   0.125	   -­‐-­‐	   033	   6.00	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.40	   -­‐-­‐	   235	   1.5	   0.22	   -­‐-­‐	   350	   6.00	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.40	   -­‐-­‐	   310	   1	   0.25	   -­‐-­‐	   350	   6.00	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.40	   -­‐-­‐	   293	   <1	   0.27	   -­‐-­‐	   040	   6.00	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   330	   2	   0.01	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   280	   7	   0.16	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   353	   1	   0.2	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   032	   5	   0.26	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   300	   2.5	   0.33	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.53	   -­‐-­‐	   350	   12	   0.41	   067	   058	   4.53	  
	  	   2	   057	   2.40	   0.36	   -­‐-­‐	   290	   3.5	   0.1	   045	   056	   6.67	  

































7	   1	   056	   0.38	   0.11	   0.23	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.62	  
	  	   2	   056	   0.24	   0.06	   0.45	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   4.36	  
	  	   3	   056	   0.53	   0.14	   0.60	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.79	  
	  	   4	   056	   0.43	   0.12	   0.28	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.58	  
	  	   5	   056	   0.27	   0.10	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.70	  
	  	   6	   056	   1.80	   0.52	   0.18	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   3.46	  
	  	   7	   056	   0.76	   0.56	   	  	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.36	  
	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	   	  	  
8	   1	   040	   0.79	   0.51	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   1.55	  
	  	   2	   040	   0.67	   0.29	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   -­‐-­‐	   2.31	  Table	  4	  continued:	  Boudin	  measurements	  taken	  within	  the	  Whabouchi	  pegmatite	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Appendix A2: EPMA Data 	  
 Table 1: EPMA Data spot analyses of amphiboles in metabasites per sample in wt % 
         
Sample: LB 17 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 21.298 0.251 11.108 60.554 0.006 0.027 3.748 96.992 
0.000 22.113 0.293 12.449 61.649 0.006 0.065 2.618 99.193 
0.000 22.465 0.412 12.680 60.556 0.011 0.049 2.875 99.048 
0.000 22.452 0.423 12.584 61.965 0.005 0.038 2.905 100.372 
0.000 22.034 0.367 12.333 62.286 0.003 0.057 2.888 99.968 
0.000 22.181 0.353 12.205 61.854 0.011 0.039 2.844 99.487 
0.000 22.562 0.271 12.901 60.826 0.020 0.013 2.870 99.463 
0.000 21.845 0.278 12.109 59.573 0.011 0.046 2.765 96.627 
         Sample: LB 45C 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 11.265 8.837 11.761 48.189 0.203 0.592 17.732 98.579 
0.000 11.280 8.480 11.345 48.521 0.197 0.525 17.671 98.019 
0.000 10.877 9.106 11.674 48.059 0.213 0.573 17.680 98.182 
0.000 10.891 9.104 11.716 48.171 0.219 0.568 17.853 98.522 
0.000 10.826 9.244 11.679 47.999 0.234 0.539 17.565 98.086 
0.000 11.313 8.754 11.917 48.792 0.203 0.579 17.610 99.168 
0.000 11.293 8.790 11.842 48.544 0.206 0.570 17.562 98.807 
0.000 11.352 8.570 11.724 48.275 0.190 0.503 17.686 98.300 
         Sample: LB 90A 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 10.357 9.173 11.972 47.813 0.311 0.679 19.036 99.341 
0.000 9.925 9.775 11.981 47.141 0.348 0.686 19.168 99.024 
0.000 10.523 9.250 12.112 47.870 0.316 0.614 18.134 98.819 
0.001 10.229 10.255 11.942 47.705 0.316 0.631 18.029 99.108 
0.000 10.597 9.966 11.970 47.841 0.321 0.585 17.631 98.911 
0.000 10.658 9.751 11.669 47.055 0.315 0.590 17.815 97.853 
0.000 10.673 9.727 11.704 47.127 0.344 0.642 17.788 98.005 
0.003 10.469 9.789 11.889 46.948 0.313 0.690 18.193 98.294 
0.000 10.476 9.324 11.902 47.254 0.297 0.629 18.345 98.227 
0.000 10.298 9.162 12.039 47.956 0.315 0.637 18.662 99.069 
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Table 1 continued: EPMA Data spot analyses of amphiboles in metabasites per sample in wt % 
         
Sample: LB 99A 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 7.590 12.929 0.005 62.129 0.000 0.024 15.219 97.896 
0.000 6.772 12.888 0.000 62.480 0.018 0.023 15.956 98.137 
0.000 6.851 13.192 0.071 62.086 0.009 0.056 15.862 98.127 
0.000 7.452 13.200 0.023 62.643 0.000 0.024 15.577 98.919 
0.000 7.550 13.158 0.040 63.422 0.003 0.014 14.467 98.654 
0.000 7.091 13.053 0.065 62.426 0.006 0.156 15.414 98.211 
0.000 7.084 13.010 0.011 62.193 0.003 0.018 15.476 97.795 
0.000 7.344 13.458 0.017 62.080 0.007 0.065 15.470 98.441 
         Sample: LB 165 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.003 8.136 12.278 11.230 44.193 0.280 0.637 20.657 97.414 
0.000 7.831 12.561 11.481 43.850 0.311 0.615 20.790 97.439 
0.000 7.894 12.553 11.226 44.166 0.322 0.602 20.828 97.591 
0.000 7.966 12.436 11.381 43.704 0.308 0.604 20.913 97.312 
0.000 7.816 12.411 11.285 43.764 0.273 0.624 20.634 96.807 
0.000 7.895 12.399 11.262 43.788 0.268 0.605 20.942 97.159 
0.000 7.771 12.582 11.304 43.382 0.341 0.627 20.931 96.938 
0.000 7.527 13.245 11.904 44.212 0.311 0.525 20.350 98.074 
         Sample: LB 245 
        Na2O MgO Al2O3 CaO SiO2 K2O TiO2 FeO Total 
0.000 13.958 14.454 11.494 46.355 0.133 0.477 10.747 97.618 
0.005 14.070 13.841 11.752 47.699 0.118 0.504 10.429 98.418 
0.000 14.057 13.959 11.665 47.103 0.131 0.475 10.552 97.942 
0.000 15.784 11.346 9.454 49.563 0.103 0.420 12.385 99.055 
0.000 14.008 13.764 11.666 48.329 0.102 0.523 10.466 98.858 
0.002 13.910 14.464 11.473 46.026 0.132 0.460 10.482 96.949 
0.000 14.076 13.784 11.731 46.617 0.127 0.488 10.511 97.334 
0.000 14.344 13.819 11.649 47.201 0.141 0.530 10.527 98.211 	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Table 1 continued: EPMA Data: Spot analyses of amphiboles in metabasites per sample in wt % 
         
Sample: LB 313B 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 7.138 10.561 12.011 43.602 0.636 0.582 22.106 96.636 
0.001 7.077 10.788 11.980 42.625 0.674 0.612 22.484 96.241 
0.000 7.303 10.731 12.122 43.558 0.665 0.594 22.975 97.948 
0.000 7.306 10.603 12.198 43.720 0.638 0.605 22.816 97.886 
0.000 7.308 10.659 12.128 43.959 0.629 0.625 22.829 98.137 
0.000 7.587 10.197 12.135 44.467 0.604 0.685 22.630 98.305 
0.000 7.369 10.621 12.168 43.851 0.649 0.580 22.778 98.016 
0.000 7.341 10.778 12.121 44.080 0.623 0.592 22.863 98.398 
0.004 7.140 10.803 12.045 43.409 0.649 0.590 22.651 97.291 
0.000 7.947 10.230 12.082 44.772 0.569 0.629 22.112 98.341 
         Sample: 18111 
           Na2O      MgO       Al2O3     CaO       SiO2      K2O       TiO2      FeO      Total   
0.000 10.640 9.515 12.267 46.178 0.423 0.622 18.567 98.212 
0.000 10.533 8.776 12.265 47.129 0.364 0.534 18.872 98.473 
0.000 9.713 9.194 11.958 46.733 0.403 0.582 19.256 97.839 
0.000 10.979 7.611 12.164 47.976 0.300 0.427 18.351 97.808 
0.000 9.514 10.418 12.139 46.124 0.449 0.657 18.920 98.221 
0.000 8.418 13.700 12.263 43.091 0.759 0.495 19.770 98.496 
0.000 10.281 9.485 12.285 47.548 0.413 0.557 18.905 99.474 
0.000 10.092 8.494 12.094 47.651 0.380 0.520 18.957 98.188 	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Table 2: EPMA Data spot analyses of amphiboles in metabasites per sample in wt % with F and MnO data 
          
        Sample: LB 306A 
         SiO2 MgO Na2O Al2O3 F FeO MnO K2O CaO TiO2 Total	  
46.353 12.777 1.358 11.27 0.052 14.04 0.281 0.189 11.735 0.639 98.67	  
47.545 13.825 1.068 10.132 0.101 14.093 0.218 0.157 11.465 0.522 99.125	  
47.614 13.656 1.136 9.799 0.062 14.025 0.329 0.143 11.462 0.532 98.716	  
47.46 13.545 1.24 9.907 0.037 14 0.288 0.143 11.355 0.513 98.467	  
47.558 13.288 1.361 10.32 -0.201 13.817 0.194 0.137 11.885 0.447 98.796	  
47.385 13.509 1.26 10.463 -0.087 13.759 0.285 0.168 11.667 0.551 98.919	  
47.185 13.168 1.233 10.674 -0.022 14.513 0.3 0.166 11.548 0.546 99.278	  
46.608 13.007 1.377 11.147 0.086 14.762 0.266 0.162 11.603 0.505 99.486	  
47.141 13.212 1.236 10.721 0.158 14.083 0.237 0.16 11.734 0.549 99.176	  
47.172 13.338 1.221 10.32 -0.23 14.144 0.254 0.155 11.466 0.514 98.298	  
47.301 13.431 1.122 10.082 0.008 13.952 0.33 0.141 11.413 0.524 98.255	  
46.494 12.789 1.296 11.288 -0.091 14.206 0.267 0.171 11.534 0.541 98.48	  
           Sample: LB 162 
          SiO2 MgO Na2O Al2O3 F FeO MnO K2O CaO TiO2 Total	  
46.631 11.25 1.226 9.781 -0.186 17.434 0.277 0.347 12.217 0.626 99.544	  
46.608 11.328 1.223 9.736 0.132 17.352 0.271 0.343 12.172 0.646 99.796	  
46.601 11.356 1.284 9.923 0.067 17.756 0.28 0.328 11.973 0.641 100.183	  
47.364 11.537 1.031 9.4 -0.09 17.099 0.236 0.306 12.336 0.535 99.715	  
46.577 11.223 1.099 9.772 -0.015 17.528 0.281 0.359 12.274 0.63 99.692	  













Table 3:  EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % 
            
Sample: LB 19 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3  FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O Cs2O  Total 
11.427 66.862 0.000 19.719 0.015 0.178 0.182 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.007 98.389 
0.689 63.636 0.000 18.609 0.013 16.276 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.086 0.000 99.312 
0.312 63.338 0.000 18.441 0.002 16.740 0.002 0.003 0.006 0.133 0.054 99.029 
0.759 63.568 0.000 18.725 0.014 16.380 0.014 0.006 0.000 0.110 0.007 99.582 
0.914 64.121 0.000 18.907 0.025 16.161 0.010 0.000 0.095 0.146 0.054 100.432 
0.335 63.503 0.000 18.615 0.023 16.678 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.009 99.289 
0.798 63.672 0.000 18.701 0.000 16.219 0.015 0.000 0.017 0.118 0.000 99.540 
1.542 63.636 0.000 18.743 0.011 14.902 0.027 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.022 98.990 
            Sample: LB 135 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3  FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O Cs2O  Total 
0.341 63.713 0.000 18.613 0.000 16.906 0.027 0.034 0.000 0.059 0.007 99.700 
10.891 65.321 0.000 21.128 0.009 0.166 1.673 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.000 99.199 
10.974 65.525 0.000 21.060 0.010 0.160 1.612 0.003 0.004 0.000 0.000 99.348 
10.853 65.164 0.000 21.111 0.009 0.371 1.727 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.012 99.248 
11.090 65.356 0.000 21.059 0.000 0.140 1.652 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.008 99.313 
10.746 64.983 0.000 21.239 0.013 0.133 1.801 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000 98.926 
0.279 63.669 0.000 18.748 0.007 16.989 0.008 0.021 0.017 0.044 0.017 99.801 
11.033 65.450 0.002 21.074 0.006 0.111 1.500 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.178 
10.844 64.941 0.000 21.109 0.003 0.212 1.686 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.794 
10.898 65.160 0.000 21.168 0.003 0.250 1.727 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.000 99.219 
            Sample: LB 167 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3  FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O Cs2O  Total 
0.205 62.914 0.000 18.470 0.048 16.606 0.000 0.012 0.543 0.110 0.017 98.925 
0.259 63.243 0.000 18.574 0.036 16.582 0.000 0.021 0.549 0.112 0.033 99.408 
9.342 62.632 0.000 23.097 0.095 0.254 3.914 0.089 0.000 0.019 0.000 99.442 
9.286 62.834 0.000 23.007 0.098 0.128 3.928 0.070 0.000 0.038 0.021 99.410 











Table 3 continued:  EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % 
            
Sample: LB 185 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3  FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O Cs2O  Total 
0.198 63.756 0.000 18.460 0.010 16.828 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.097 0.023 99.374 
0.273 63.682 0.000 18.516 0.014 16.950 0.008 0.000 0.049 0.159 0.000 99.650 
0.224 63.985 0.000 18.608 0.045 16.766 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.111 0.000 99.758 
0.349 63.976 0.000 18.675 0.028 16.919 0.000 0.000 0.038 0.140 0.000 100.124 
0.316 63.525 0.000 18.390 0.041 16.587 0.000 0.000 0.051 0.161 0.028 99.100 
0.390 63.865 0.000 18.569 0.023 16.524 0.000 0.000 0.060 0.099 0.010 99.539 
0.342 63.560 0.000 18.458 0.050 16.823 0.000 0.000 0.021 0.122 0.000 99.377 
0.272 64.010 0.000 18.642 0.039 16.670 0.000 0.000 0.032 0.152 0.008 99.825 
0.340 63.773 0.000 18.575 0.019 16.762 0.000 0.000 0.055 0.123 0.000 99.647 
            Sample: LB 207 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3  FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O Cs2O  Total 
12.043 68.810 0.000 19.893 0.012 0.107 0.191 0.007 0.021 0.018 0.000 101.101 
11.518 68.745 0.000 19.660 0.000 0.054 0.087 0.000 0.000 0.004 0.034 100.102 
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Table 4: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % with F data 
Sample: LB 16 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
11.735 67.942 0.000 19.609 0.000 0.072 0.241 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.600 
11.789 68.137 0.000 19.687 0.000 0.014 0.338 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.965 
11.571 68.258 0.000 20.032 0.000 0.040 0.232 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 100.133 
11.964 68.361 0.000 19.649 0.000 0.042 0.039 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.373 100.271 
12.047 68.115 0.000 19.896 0.000 0.000 0.466 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 100.524 
             Sample: LB 127 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.524 63.924 0.000 18.528 0.000 16.225 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.106 0.000 0.000 99.308 
0.539 63.895 0.000 18.612 0.000 16.362 0.029 0.000 0.000 0.138 0.000 0.000 99.575 
11.933 67.517 0.000 19.878 0.000 0.180 0.127 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.073 0.000 99.722 
11.451 68.053 0.000 19.581 0.000 0.120 0.137 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.342 
0.465 64.294 0.000 18.687 0.000 16.487 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.155 0.000 0.234 100.224 
0.481 64.088 0.000 18.899 0.000 16.416 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.188 0.044 0.176 100.217 
             Sample: LB 136 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.150 63.622 0.000 18.292 0.000 16.914 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.059 0.000 0.000 99.037 
0.220 64.477 0.000 18.585 0.000 16.548 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.086 0.000 0.117 99.984 
0.317 64.774 0.000 18.680 0.000 16.905 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.188 0.044 0.059 100.950 
0.042 63.772 0.000 18.719 0.000 16.692 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.092 0.000 0.000 99.317 
0.253 63.887 0.000 18.617 0.000 16.748 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.163 0.029 0.000 99.701 
0.500 64.028 0.000 18.723 0.000 16.520 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.136 0.029 0.000 99.935 
             Sample: LB 149 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
11.005 66.273 0.000 20.085 0.000 0.053 0.725 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.429 98.389 
11.160 66.910 0.000 20.212 0.000 0.141 0.783 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.102 0.107 99.370 
11.013 66.464 0.000 20.362 0.000 0.111 0.870 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.818 
0.445 63.994 0.000 18.561 0.000 16.660 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.129 0.059 0.234 99.993 
0.232 64.194 0.000 18.623 0.000 16.862 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.000 99.965 
11.375 66.942 0.000 20.374 0.000 0.033 0.876 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.599 
0.767 63.752 0.000 18.478 0.000 15.569 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.061 0.000 0.233 98.792 







Table 4 continued: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % with F data  
  
Sample: LB 152 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.400 63.848 0.000 18.299 0.000 16.580 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 0.000 0.235 99.299 
10.901 66.164 0.000 20.449 0.000 0.196 0.968 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.678 
11.036 66.269 0.000 20.452 0.000 0.138 1.126 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.022 
0.264 63.794 0.000 18.720 0.000 16.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.041 0.176 0.000 99.747 
11.113 66.839 0.000 20.620 0.000 0.136 1.126 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.073 0.054 99.937 
10.708 66.349 0.000 20.385 0.000 0.041 1.224 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.145 0.376 99.071 
             Sample: LB 157 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
9.821 64.189 0.000 22.201 0.000 0.405 3.121 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.218 99.907 
10.364 64.926 0.000 21.365 0.000 0.242 2.271 0.000 0.000 0.039 0.044 0.108 99.313 
0.307 63.859 0.000 18.598 0.000 16.588 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.126 0.088 0.000 99.566 
0.760 64.212 0.000 18.696 0.000 15.788 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.128 0.000 0.175 99.693 
             Sample: LB 161 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.213 63.938 0.000 18.529 0.000 16.499 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.404 0.147 0.059 99.763 
11.571 66.910 0.000 19.550 0.000 0.080 0.159 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.175 0.160 98.536 
0.276 63.808 0.000 18.575 0.000 17.032 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.340 0.000 0.000 100.031 
11.523 67.092 0.000 19.678 0.000 0.073 0.128 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.000 98.582 
             Sample: LB 187 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
10.506 65.177 0.000 21.483 0.000 1.161 0.402 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.483 99.007 
0.233 63.515 0.000 18.432 0.000 17.091 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.034 0.029 0.000 99.340 
9.531 63.295 0.000 22.834 0.000 0.159 3.651 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.218 99.640 
0.379 63.494 0.000 18.689 0.000 16.619 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.043 0.073 0.000 99.297 
0.533 63.380 0.000 18.590 0.000 16.113 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.132 0.000 98.747 
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Table 4 continued: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % with F data	  
  
Sample: LB 210 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.872 64.770 0.000 18.653 0.000 15.787 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.186 0.029 0.117 100.365 
11.527 67.993 0.000 19.628 0.000 0.065 0.069 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.161 99.375 
0.852 64.481 0.000 18.639 0.000 16.064 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.237 0.015 0.175 100.401 
0.777 64.471 0.000 18.846 0.000 16.233 0.021 0.000 0.000 0.189 0.000 0.234 100.672 
11.671 67.739 0.000 19.773 0.000 0.055 0.119 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.174 0.000 99.532 
0.827 64.322 0.000 18.806 0.000 15.688 0.019 0.000 0.000 0.163 0.000 0.000 99.825 
0.667 64.331 0.000 18.711 0.000 16.140 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.205 0.088 0.000 100.144 
             Sample: LB 216 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.937 64.414 0.000 18.739 0.000 15.833 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.109 0.044 0.000 100.075 
0.519 64.883 0.000 18.659 0.000 16.327 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.136 0.000 0.000 100.530 
1.047 64.194 0.000 18.609 0.000 16.038 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.053 0.000 0.000 99.944 
10.437 64.995 0.000 21.728 0.000 0.129 2.363 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.108 99.715 
9.990 64.643 0.000 21.667 0.000 0.165 2.243 0.000 0.000 0.046 0.087 0.217 98.967 
10.344 64.677 0.000 21.555 0.000 0.098 2.301 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.271 99.132 
             Sample: LB 266 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
10.162 64.382 0.000 22.476 0.000 0.137 2.980 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.783 0.000 101.919 
10.107 64.757 0.000 22.003 0.000 0.151 2.878 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.611 0.000 100.507 
10.173 63.925 0.000 21.977 0.000 0.086 3.074 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.217 99.361 
9.533 64.065 0.000 21.762 0.000 0.326 2.835 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.521 
0.280 64.026 0.000 18.380 0.000 16.878 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.029 0.059 99.636 
10.130 63.987 0.000 21.968 0.000 0.090 2.889 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.029 0.272 99.249 
             Sample: LB 301 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.615 63.751 0.000 18.755 0.000 16.174 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.212 0.000 0.059 99.555 
9.770 66.399 0.000 19.533 0.000 2.472 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.109 98.417 
0.389 63.729 0.000 18.886 0.000 16.532 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.107 0.073 0.000 99.725 
11.245 66.471 0.000 20.586 0.000 0.056 0.895 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.482 99.532 
10.908 66.434 0.000 20.297 0.000 0.074 0.810 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.215 98.648 
0.397 63.449 0.000 18.603 0.000 16.618 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.237 0.117 0.000 99.422 





Table 4 continued: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars in granites (G) and pegmatites (P) per sample in wt % with F data	  
  
Sample: LB 302 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.309 64.599 0.000 18.563 0.000 16.357 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.223 0.000 0.234 100.197 
0.494 65.012 0.000 18.664 0.000 16.176 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.174 0.073 0.000 100.593 
0.492 65.281 0.000 18.617 0.000 16.256 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.305 0.000 0.000 100.950 
0.371 64.684 0.000 18.588 0.000 16.353 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.233 0.059 0.000 100.298 
0.350 64.674 0.000 18.421 0.000 16.207 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.208 0.000 0.000 99.864 
             Sample: LB 310 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.511 63.798 0.000 18.740 0.000 16.245 0.030 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 99.325 
6.582 65.614 0.000 20.069 0.000 6.530 0.985 0.000 0.000 0.025 0.088 0.112 99.957 
10.226 64.591 0.000 21.998 0.000 0.065 2.410 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.000 99.333 
0.462 63.906 0.000 18.678 0.000 16.515 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.012 0.000 0.117 99.647 
0.434 63.970 0.000 18.840 0.000 16.202 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.044 0.000 99.494 
10.132 64.617 0.000 21.904 0.000 0.090 2.517 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.000 0.487 99.573 
             Sample: LB 319 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
4.317 65.819 0.000 19.209 0.000 10.519 0.229 0.000 0.000 0.094 0.000 0.000 100.187 
0.300 63.973 0.000 18.780 0.000 16.585 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.038 0.044 0.000 99.736 
0.457 63.017 0.000 18.537 0.000 16.195 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.055 0.015 0.000 98.275 
0.413 63.333 0.000 18.440 0.000 16.228 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.030 0.000 0.000 98.444 
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Table 5: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars per sample of Whabouchi Lithium pegmatite with fluoride in wt % 
             
Sample: LB 29 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.339 63.888 0.000 18.646 0.000 16.300 0.013 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.117 99.254 
             Sample: LB 51 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.331 63.873 0.000 18.466 0.000 16.214 0.018 0.000 0.000 0.464 0.000 0.000 99.367 
0.403 63.825 0.000 18.480 0.000 16.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.539 0.029 0.059 99.313 
0.429 63.963 0.000 18.312 0.000 16.245 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.585 0.000 0.466 99.806 
0.853 60.812 0.000 17.703 0.000 14.706 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.557 0.000 0.000 94.647 
0.468 63.075 0.000 18.239 0.000 16.078 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.448 0.044 0.000 98.352 
0.349 63.738 0.000 18.400 0.000 16.535 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.533 0.000 0.814 100.027 
             Sample: LB 100 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
10.973 67.105 0.000 20.264 0.000 0.088 0.842 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.058 0.000 99.330 
10.900 66.649 0.000 20.087 0.000 0.086 0.773 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.495 
11.115 66.828 0.000 20.134 0.000 0.035 0.736 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.322 99.034 
11.290 66.904 0.000 20.361 0.000 0.049 0.775 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.015 0.268 99.549 
11.068 66.881 0.000 20.086 0.000 0.053 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 98.888 
10.603 66.862 0.000 19.997 0.000 0.050 0.780 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.430 98.541 
11.141 66.650 0.000 20.171 0.000 0.067 0.767 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.000 98.882 
             Sample: LB 100C 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.320 64.297 0.000 19.024 0.000 16.423 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.391 0.103 0.467 100.827 
0.661 64.014 0.000 18.894 0.000 16.130 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.512 0.103 0.000 100.313 
0.422 63.942 0.000 18.597 0.000 16.686 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.496 0.000 0.642 100.515 
0.378 64.087 0.000 18.541 0.000 16.561 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.541 0.000 0.351 100.312 
11.449 67.163 0.000 19.388 0.000 0.040 0.068 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.160 98.288 
0.214 64.013 0.000 18.428 0.000 16.491 0.015 0.000 0.000 0.493 0.044 0.000 99.699 
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 Table 5 continued: EPMA Data spot analyses of feldspars per sample of Whabouchi Lithium pegmatite with fluoride in wt % 
             
Sample: LB 277 
            Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
11.974 68.170 0.000 19.885 0.000 0.047 0.222 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 100.298 
0.414 45.491 0.000 35.447 0.000 10.441 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.797 0.102 1.005 93.275 
                 Sample: LB 282 
           Na2O  SiO2  MgO  Al2O3 FeO  K2O  CaO  SrO  BaO  Rb2O  Cs2O  F   Total 
0.791 44.856 0.000 36.954 0.000 10.593 0.025 0.000 0.000 0.179 0.162 0.000 97.611 





Table	  6:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  muscovites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sample:	  LB	  167	  (P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
46.206	   0.598	   0.268	   37.016	   0.211	   3.219	   0.033	   7.966	   0.307	   -­‐0.025	   0.000	   0.202	   96.001	  
46.102	   0.583	   0.503	   37.409	   0.671	   2.986	   0.052	   7.810	   0.270	   -­‐0.017	   0.013	   0.159	   96.541	  
46.141	   0.596	   0.390	   37.027	   0.339	   3.339	   0.008	   7.729	   0.257	   0.029	   0.007	   0.176	   96.038	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  299	  (P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
46.061	   0.503	   0.508	   37.939	   0.001	   2.135	   0.020	   7.962	   0.118	   0.013	   0.004	   0.194	   95.458	  
45.560	   0.505	   0.486	   37.481	   0.216	   2.216	   0.007	   7.937	   0.135	   -­‐0.009	   0.010	   0.172	   94.716	  
45.551	   0.460	   0.506	   37.139	   -­‐0.006	   2.231	   0.002	   7.513	   0.152	   0.012	   0.009	   0.188	   93.757	  
45.577	   0.449	   0.596	   37.372	   0.034	   2.150	   0.032	   7.613	   0.135	   -­‐0.002	   0.010	   0.200	   94.166	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Table	  7:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  muscovites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  16(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.453	   0.558	   33.953	   0.225	   -­‐0.006	   2.989	   11.371	   45.225	   -­‐0.035	   0.492	   4.349	   99.384	  
0.080	   0.492	   33.765	   0.180	   0.060	   2.939	   11.230	   44.614	   -­‐0.015	   0.534	   4.295	   98.142	  
0.477	   0.258	   31.765	   0.231	   0.142	   5.020	   11.697	   44.704	   -­‐0.018	   0.537	   4.474	   99.086	  
0.294	   -­‐0.045	   30.694	   0.015	   0.174	   3.746	   11.170	   48.559	   -­‐0.014	   0.794	   4.272	   99.537	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  149(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.364	   0.052	   28.700	   0.117	   0.177	   7.533	   10.898	   44.886	   0.014	   2.360	   4.168	   99.115	  
0.000	   0.478	   33.511	   0.684	   0.040	   3.207	   11.362	   44.906	   -­‐0.006	   0.565	   4.346	   99.093	  
0.534	   0.453	   33.086	   0.640	   0.051	   3.172	   11.175	   44.762	   0.004	   0.610	   4.274	   98.537	  
0.000	   0.441	   34.122	   0.335	   0.031	   3.280	   11.393	   44.473	   -­‐0.001	   0.477	   4.358	   98.908	  
0.453	   0.471	   34.053	   0.272	   0.052	   3.081	   11.525	   44.789	   0.006	   0.493	   4.408	   99.414	  
0.399	   0.554	   33.977	   0.250	   0.006	   3.070	   11.257	   44.835	   0.010	   0.413	   4.306	   98.908	  
-­‐0.107	   0.538	   33.824	   0.584	   0.006	   3.122	   11.007	   45.178	   0.016	   0.510	   4.210	   98.934	  
-­‐0.052	   -­‐0.092	   16.356	   0.018	   0.539	   15.549	   0.036	   32.923	   16.540	   0.023	   0.014	   81.876	  
0.267	   0.535	   34.090	   0.331	   0.028	   3.103	   11.467	   45.010	   0.021	   0.513	   4.386	   99.639	  
0.610	   0.560	   33.974	   0.235	   0.046	   3.154	   11.169	   45.395	   0.043	   0.571	   4.272	   99.773	  
0.400	   0.510	   33.980	   0.489	   0.039	   3.239	   11.340	   44.915	   -­‐0.023	   0.512	   4.337	   99.569	  
0.717	   0.392	   34.074	   0.195	   0.034	   3.049	   11.318	   44.867	   0.010	   0.513	   4.329	   99.195	  
-­‐0.241	   0.567	   33.644	   0.287	   0.048	   3.163	   11.244	   45.002	   -­‐0.014	   0.532	   4.301	   98.634	  
0.241	   0.421	   33.881	   0.471	   0.023	   3.034	   11.400	   44.724	   -­‐0.016	   0.458	   4.361	   98.896	  
0.241	   0.316	   34.351	   0.386	   0.052	   3.114	   11.482	   45.376	   0.016	   0.423	   4.392	   100.047	  
0.267	   0.519	   33.993	   0.496	   0.018	   3.234	   11.182	   44.746	   -­‐0.013	   0.445	   4.277	   99.053	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Table	  7:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  muscovites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  
Sample:	  LB	  152(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.027	   0.504	   34.502	   0.107	   0.028	   2.698	   10.869	   45.129	   -­‐0.007	   0.462	   4.157	   98.464	  
-­‐0.188	   0.522	   34.324	   0.221	   0.014	   2.890	   11.486	   45.144	   0.010	   0.449	   4.393	   99.343	  
-­‐0.377	   0.599	   34.058	   0.614	   0.011	   2.787	   11.498	   45.035	   -­‐0.012	   0.428	   4.398	   99.199	  
-­‐0.027	   0.718	   34.508	   0.493	   0.028	   2.652	   11.130	   45.464	   0.010	   0.500	   4.257	   99.745	  
0.080	   0.558	   34.157	   0.629	   0.011	   2.757	   11.299	   44.804	   -­‐0.015	   0.565	   4.322	   99.134	  
0.373	   0.489	   34.314	   0.250	   0.051	   2.821	   11.124	   44.987	   -­‐0.010	   0.543	   4.255	   99.041	  
0.161	   0.597	   33.904	   0.717	   0.094	   2.942	   11.116	   44.447	   0.007	   0.584	   4.252	   98.753	  
0.205	   -­‐0.011	   26.409	   3.930	   0.154	   12.207	   7.500	   39.662	   0.033	   2.316	   2.869	   95.188	  
-­‐0.082	   0.264	   38.065	   -­‐0.051	   -­‐0.042	   0.088	   11.744	   45.652	   0.006	   0.002	   4.492	   100.173	  
0.324	   0.361	   38.269	   0.037	   0.040	   0.227	   11.568	   45.805	   0.004	   -­‐0.024	   4.425	   100.901	  
0.081	   0.294	   37.973	   -­‐0.033	   0.015	   0.160	   11.629	   45.143	   0.027	   0.037	   4.448	   99.740	  
0.325	   0.138	   37.656	   0.022	   -­‐0.006	   0.211	   11.601	   45.127	   0.043	   -­‐0.009	   4.437	   99.409	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  302(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.160	   0.557	   34.429	   0.132	   0.012	   2.592	   10.771	   43.814	   0.048	   0.433	   4.120	   97.002	  
0.000	   0.554	   34.801	   0.217	   0.053	   2.810	   11.249	   44.962	   0.013	   0.465	   4.303	   99.426	  
0.638	   0.551	   34.389	   0.147	   0.014	   2.552	   10.968	   44.337	   0.004	   0.410	   4.195	   97.936	  
0.506	   0.276	   34.974	   0.018	   0.017	   2.826	   11.651	   45.321	   -­‐0.023	   0.426	   4.456	   100.237	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Table	  8:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  muscovites	  of	  the	  Whabouchi	  pegmatite	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  29	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
-­‐0.240	   0.315	   34.219	   -­‐0.048	   0.076	   4.115	   11.540	   43.909	   -­‐0.012	   0.074	   4.414	   98.463	  
0.477	   0.396	   34.490	   0.055	   0.114	   3.941	   11.608	   44.313	   -­‐0.023	   0.089	   4.440	   99.701	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  51	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.529	   0.415	   33.814	   0.139	   0.059	   3.566	   10.915	   43.947	   0.029	   0.804	   4.175	   98.168	  
0.239	   0.289	   33.833	   0.048	   0.111	   3.273	   10.653	   44.474	   0.045	   0.762	   4.075	   97.700	  
0.687	   0.396	   34.089	   0.117	   0.071	   3.637	   11.066	   44.463	   0.016	   0.808	   4.233	   99.295	  
0.530	   -­‐0.013	   27.782	   0.059	   1.005	   6.953	   -­‐0.013	   38.482	   22.694	   -­‐0.012	   -­‐0.005	   97.238	  
0.791	   0.533	   33.964	   0.092	   0.134	   3.635	   10.959	   44.817	   0.009	   0.806	   4.192	   99.599	  
-­‐0.376	   0.347	   34.061	   0.125	   0.039	   3.183	   11.236	   44.313	   0.035	   0.713	   4.298	   98.132	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  100	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.348	   0.338	   35.850	   0.059	   0.066	   2.031	   11.245	   44.892	   0.001	   0.152	   4.301	   99.137	  
0.054	   0.444	   35.287	   0.030	   0.048	   1.985	   10.901	   44.782	   -­‐0.023	   0.181	   4.169	   97.835	  
0.667	   0.352	   35.829	   0.070	   0.117	   2.417	   11.117	   44.475	   0.024	   0.099	   4.252	   99.139	  
0.000	   0.476	   35.998	   0.173	   0.054	   1.960	   10.901	   44.535	   0.016	   0.156	   4.169	   98.440	  
0.508	   0.495	   35.984	   0.166	   0.062	   2.068	   10.991	   44.546	   -­‐0.016	   0.128	   4.204	   98.920	  
0.615	   0.278	   35.797	   0.063	   0.074	   2.053	   11.421	   44.462	   0.007	   0.143	   4.368	   99.022	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Table	  8	  continued:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  muscovites	  of	  the	  Whabouchi	  pegmatite	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  100C	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.267	   0.514	   34.998	   0.037	   0.045	   2.284	   11.054	   44.925	   0.001	   0.545	   4.228	   98.785	  
0.427	   0.455	   35.159	   0.044	   0.068	   2.262	   11.178	   44.566	   0.001	   0.566	   4.276	   98.822	  
0.188	   0.229	   35.085	   0.107	   0.068	   2.067	   11.408	   44.848	   0.014	   0.502	   4.364	   98.801	  
0.000	   0.525	   35.231	   0.059	   0.040	   2.361	   11.037	   44.121	   0.000	   0.521	   4.222	   98.117	  
0.506	   0.399	   35.295	   0.085	   0.076	   2.387	   10.920	   44.881	   0.016	   0.524	   4.177	   99.052	  
-­‐0.054	   0.634	   35.333	   0.074	   0.088	   2.450	   11.274	   44.714	   0.004	   0.504	   4.312	   99.356	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  277	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F Na2O Al2O3 TiO2 MnO FeO K2O SiO2 CaO MgO H2O Total 
0.402	   0.385	   36.003	   0.181	   0.110	   1.971	   11.208	   44.927	   0.036	   0.263	   4.287	   99.604	  
0.455	   0.291	   35.736	   0.136	   0.093	   2.001	   11.044	   44.432	   0.015	   0.293	   4.224	   98.527	  
0.027	   0.373	   35.830	   0.114	   0.138	   1.989	   11.261	   44.877	   -­‐0.009	   0.248	   4.307	   99.144	  
0.799	   0.519	   35.632	   0.114	   0.079	   2.217	   11.186	   45.333	   0.001	   0.279	   4.279	   100.102	  
0.720	   0.390	   35.221	   0.122	   0.100	   2.061	   11.053	   44.777	   -­‐0.008	   0.259	   4.228	   98.619	  
0.643	   0.367	   35.595	   0.066	   0.097	   1.731	   11.582	   44.715	   -­‐0.016	   0.264	   4.430	   99.205	  
0.535	   0.381	   35.406	   0.136	   0.091	   1.926	   11.080	   44.296	   0.015	   0.250	   4.238	   98.129	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  282	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
-­‐0.161	   0.631	   34.568	   0.107	   0.036	   2.674	   10.902	   44.758	   0.003	   0.653	   4.170	   98.408	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Table	  9:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  biotites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  167	  (G)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
24.735	   3.375	   0.024	   23.239	   -­‐0.002	   37.555	   1.944	   0.445	   0.053	   0.009	   0.040	   0.157	   91.574	  
23.004	   3.516	   -­‐0.017	   22.808	   0.018	   38.947	   2.121	   0.008	   -­‐0.024	   -­‐0.008	   0.019	   0.032	   90.424	  
46.739	   1.703	   0.022	   32.627	   1.063	   6.501	   0.228	   8.032	   0.499	   0.018	   0.003	   0.142	   97.577	  
47.148	   1.811	   -­‐0.004	   31.714	   1.326	   6.782	   0.261	   8.198	   0.601	   0.008	   0.021	   0.265	   98.131	  
46.840	   1.891	   0.028	   31.206	   1.031	   7.284	   0.274	   8.440	   0.508	   -­‐0.012	   0.017	   0.211	   97.718	  
22.983	   3.422	   0.010	   22.678	   -­‐0.252	   39.938	   2.194	   0.000	   0.005	   -­‐0.009	   0.015	   0.032	   91.016	  
23.266	   3.482	   -­‐0.014	   22.642	   -­‐0.340	   39.208	   2.168	   0.211	   0.014	   0.012	   0.002	   0.077	   90.728	  
46.452	   1.825	   0.035	   31.912	   1.169	   7.395	   0.240	   8.309	   0.511	   0.010	   0.019	   0.378	   98.255	  
46.111	   2.001	   0.104	   30.201	   1.612	   9.390	   0.372	   7.083	   0.579	   0.003	   0.003	   0.404	   97.863	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  216(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
25.027	   6.162	   0.009	   19.141	   -­‐0.022	   38.664	   1.621	   0.002	   -­‐0.017	   -­‐0.028	   0.023	   0.047	   90.629	  
24.522	   6.094	   -­‐0.039	   19.525	   -­‐0.110	   39.757	   1.717	   0.002	   0.017	   -­‐0.003	   0.022	   0.104	   91.608	  
24.611	   6.392	   -­‐0.042	   19.140	   -­‐0.162	   38.970	   1.703	   -­‐0.001	   -­‐0.011	   -­‐0.002	   0.010	   0.053	   90.661	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  299(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
25.301	   8.527	   0.005	   19.788	   0.022	   34.162	   0.902	   0.005	   -­‐0.031	   -­‐0.004	   0.010	   0.048	   88.735	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Table	  10:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  biotites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  157(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.805	   -­‐0.015	   17.053	   1.518	   1.109	   25.541	   7.136	   33.148	   0.028	   9.412	   2.730	   98.126	  
0.763	   0.020	   17.184	   1.612	   1.137	   25.390	   7.358	   33.410	   0.029	   9.508	   2.814	   98.903	  
0.139	   0.087	   16.796	   1.497	   1.123	   26.346	   7.054	   33.427	   0.039	   9.744	   2.698	   98.892	  
0.520	   0.080	   16.736	   1.971	   1.058	   24.105	   8.807	   34.666	   0.010	   8.591	   3.369	   99.694	  
0.478	   0.017	   16.452	   2.002	   1.012	   23.419	   9.926	   34.872	   0.021	   8.817	   3.797	   100.613	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  187(G)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.066	   -­‐0.046	   17.429	   1.910	   0.828	   23.893	   0.001	   27.747	   1.999	   15.986	   0.001	   89.788	  
0.255	   0.034	   18.322	   0.044	   0.909	   25.536	   0.007	   27.874	   0.031	   16.765	   0.003	   89.673	  
0.298	   0.075	   18.151	   0.041	   0.906	   25.157	   0.016	   28.136	   0.058	   17.545	   0.006	   90.262	  
0.090	   -­‐0.024	   16.856	   2.674	   0.687	   23.819	   0.027	   27.923	   2.812	   14.719	   0.010	   89.556	  
0.876	   1.555	   8.801	   0.691	   0.586	   20.078	   1.084	   44.610	   11.444	   10.147	   0.415	   99.918	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  266(G)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.000	   -­‐0.044	   19.011	   0.420	   1.106	   25.617	   0.031	   27.524	   0.319	   13.762	   0.012	   87.756	  
0.646	   -­‐0.017	   19.431	   0.199	   1.107	   23.608	   0.137	   28.700	   0.055	   14.602	   0.052	   88.249	  
0.326	   -­‐0.061	   19.781	   1.151	   1.240	   24.874	   0.137	   27.372	   0.047	   14.277	   0.052	   89.058	  
0.435	   -­‐0.164	   19.268	   0.512	   1.170	   23.823	   0.172	   29.238	   0.058	   14.416	   0.066	   88.810	  
0.261	   0.077	   19.642	   0.292	   1.174	   23.761	   0.201	   28.958	   0.078	   14.339	   0.077	   88.750	  
-­‐0.259	   -­‐0.007	   19.343	   0.051	   1.112	   24.962	   0.060	   28.110	   0.046	   13.223	   0.023	   86.773	  
-­‐0.323	   -­‐0.057	   19.243	   0.201	   1.093	   26.251	   0.026	   28.057	   0.088	   13.186	   0.010	   87.911	  
0.213	   0.054	   19.460	   0.044	   1.213	   26.090	   0.016	   27.181	   0.022	   13.635	   0.006	   87.844	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  282(P)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.227	   0.099	   23.471	   -­‐0.038	   2.094	   35.051	   0.010	   23.696	   0.010	   4.881	   0.004	   89.409	  
-­‐0.229	   -­‐0.036	   24.101	   0.080	   2.167	   34.727	   -­‐0.006	   23.571	   -­‐0.002	   4.747	   -­‐0.002	   89.213	  
0.403	   0.109	   27.635	   0.007	   1.370	   25.890	   3.273	   30.415	   0.010	   3.754	   1.252	   93.948	  
0.400	   0.024	   24.052	   -­‐0.007	   1.552	   31.673	   0.820	   26.219	   -­‐0.015	   4.792	   0.314	   89.657	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Table	  10	  continued:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  biotites	  of	  granites	  (G)	  and	  pegmatites	  (P)	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  with	  H2O	  content	  	  	  	  
Sample:	  LB	  310(G)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.953	   0.002	   18.148	   2.324	   0.734	   23.825	   10.142	   35.033	   0.016	   6.932	   3.879	   101.587	  
0.522	   -­‐0.005	   17.703	   2.905	   0.725	   25.094	   9.528	   34.159	   -­‐0.004	   7.076	   3.644	   101.128	  
0.285	   -­‐0.015	   17.929	   2.272	   0.809	   24.640	   9.563	   34.398	   -­‐0.007	   7.284	   3.658	   100.696	  
0.248	   0.008	   21.773	   0.101	   1.060	   31.458	   0.051	   24.579	   0.025	   10.327	   0.019	   89.544	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  319(G)	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  F   Na2O  Al2O3 TiO2  MnO  FeO  K2O SiO2  CaO MgO  H2O Total 
0.197	   0.110	   19.074	   2.007	   0.963	   26.337	   -­‐0.009	   26.405	   1.741	   13.324	   -­‐0.003	   90.064	  
0.313	   0.040	   20.825	   -­‐0.003	   1.032	   28.743	   0.023	   25.610	   0.033	   13.671	   0.009	   90.164	  
-­‐0.064	   0.054	   18.167	   0.058	   0.996	   25.686	   0.012	   27.380	   0.065	   15.731	   0.004	   88.115	  
0.253	   0.032	   19.480	   0.051	   1.109	   27.368	   0.007	   26.758	   0.061	   15.498	   0.003	   90.515	  





Table	  11:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  biotites	  of	  metabasites	  proximal	  to	  the	  Whabouchi	  pegmatite	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  	  
Sample:	  LB	  99B	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
45.344	   0.830	   0.433	   36.727	   -­‐0.128	   3.024	   0.055	   7.883	   0.484	   -­‐0.007	   0.007	   0.107	   94.759	  
45.691	   0.902	   0.531	   36.067	   -­‐0.039	   2.751	   0.057	   6.660	   0.419	   -­‐0.005	   0.037	   0.095	   93.166	  
45.301	   0.945	   0.240	   36.979	   0.339	   3.072	   0.052	   8.445	   0.394	   0.027	   0.004	   0.069	   95.867	  
45.825	   1.707	   0.051	   33.256	   0.180	   4.403	   0.118	   7.932	   0.565	   0.002	   0.015	   0.718	   94.772	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  Table	  11	  continued:	  EPMA	  Data	  spot	  analyses	  of	  biotites	  of	  metabasites	  proximal	  to	  the	  Whabouchi	  pegmatite	  per	  sample	  in	  wt	  %	  	  	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  90B	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
35.935	   10.391	   0.026	   16.364	   0.069	   20.294	   0.087	   9.045	   0.091	   0.009	   0.063	   2.643	   95.017	  
36.637	   10.527	   0.028	   16.798	   -­‐0.006	   20.223	   0.142	   9.262	   0.085	   -­‐0.002	   0.005	   2.449	   96.148	  
35.903	   10.495	   0.010	   16.482	   -­‐0.049	   20.406	   0.096	   9.002	   0.091	   0.025	   0.012	   2.595	   95.068	  
36.201	   10.399	   0.061	   16.659	   0.107	   20.644	   0.067	   8.731	   0.057	   0.015	   0.024	   2.606	   95.571	  
35.983	   10.467	   0.039	   16.781	   0.179	   20.191	   0.121	   8.826	   0.065	   -­‐0.032	   0.002	   2.589	   95.211	  
35.796	   9.883	   0.001	   17.052	   0.033	   20.413	   0.125	   9.023	   0.058	   0.013	   0.007	   2.554	   94.958	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  LB	  99A	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
36.314	   8.210	   0.043	   18.179	   0.577	   21.220	   0.297	   9.194	   0.942	   -­‐0.023	   -­‐0.001	   1.758	   96.710	  
35.872	   8.589	   0.114	   16.735	   0.514	   21.680	   0.285	   8.714	   0.895	   0.026	   0.034	   2.257	   95.715	  
36.055	   8.402	   0.101	   17.172	   0.549	   21.455	   0.298	   8.713	   0.903	   0.008	   0.023	   2.166	   95.845	  
36.765	   9.657	   0.031	   17.536	   0.711	   19.818	   0.250	   9.008	   0.873	   0.014	   0.005	   1.780	   96.448	  
36.937	   9.270	   0.030	   18.302	   1.145	   19.174	   0.237	   9.088	   0.875	   -­‐0.007	   -­‐0.003	   1.768	   96.816	  
37.309	   9.264	   0.059	   18.331	   1.055	   18.232	   0.303	   9.013	   0.811	   -­‐0.010	   0.003	   1.836	   96.206	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  Sample:	  18113	  
	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  SiO2	   MgO	   Na2O	   Al2O3	   F	   FeO	   MnO	   K2O	   Rb2O	   SrO	   CaO	   TiO2	   Total	  
36.345	   9.324	   0.012	   17.079	   0.021	   19.559	   0.169	   8.477	   0.780	   -­‐0.008	   0.062	   2.705	   94.525	  
44.981	   9.647	   1.293	   10.236	   -­‐0.105	   18.167	   0.318	   0.461	   -­‐0.012	   -­‐0.005	   11.732	   0.711	   97.424	  
45.520	   9.834	   1.197	   9.810	   0.051	   17.914	   0.335	   0.436	   -­‐0.023	   -­‐0.032	   11.865	   0.637	   97.544	  
45.253	   9.721	   1.264	   10.194	   -­‐0.287	   18.452	   0.313	   0.458	   -­‐0.007	   -­‐0.037	   11.804	   0.710	   97.838	  
46.714	   10.397	   1.120	   9.102	   0.054	   17.975	   0.339	   0.347	   -­‐0.045	   -­‐0.017	   11.945	   0.599	   98.530	  
36.137	   9.379	   -­‐0.002	   16.813	   -­‐0.037	   21.129	   0.150	   8.596	   0.804	   0.004	   0.011	   2.694	   95.678	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